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The Design Basi s of an Electronic Mus ic Synthesizer

SUMMARY

lnitial ly this thesis examines the basic design cons¡derations of

electronic music synthesizers. lt is pointed out that, i rrespective

of how sophisticated the musical instrument, ¡t is necessary for

the operator to seìect sounds by means of physical tàu"t.ntr.

lf one of a large number of sounds is to be selected, then one

of that large number-of physical operations must be seìected by

the operator of the musical instrument. The impl ications of

using taperecording techniques is considered. lt is concluded that,

at the outset, a musical instrument should be designed as either a monìtored

instrument where the sounds are heard as they are being selected, or

as a programmed instrument where the instrument is adjusted at leisure

but without the benef¡t of hearing the corresponding sound at the

same time as the instrument is adjusted.

The thesis gives a design of a monitored music synthesizer. The design

of each unit is related tc¡ the basic design consîderations, The

question of how to interconnect the unîts is examined, as is the

relative importance of the sound sources and sound manipulators.

The designs of the individual units are very different, so that

different sounds are availabìe to the musician. The four sound sources

use , the time domain, freqqency domain, digital division and white

noise as bases for the design approach. The sound manipulators

produce lower frequency components as well as the nlore usual higher

frequency components, and a voìtage controlìed filter is described.



The control units use a variety of s.ources of control ¡ a hand operated

lever with three degrees of freedom, a keyboard where combinations of notes

as welì as pressure are used, a foot controller, and even the sound of

the voice is used. Two designs are given for reference oscillators which

can be used when adjustinþ the keyboard controllers.

Each of these units is designed so as to make'the greatest number of
sounds avaîlable to the musician.
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CHAPTER 1

1. Desiqn Basls for the Musi c Svnthes i zer.

1.1 An Engineering Approach to the Design of an Erectronlc Muslc

Synthes i zer

1 .1 . 1 Background of Development

The role of an engineer in developing an electronic music synthesizer

can best be seen in its historical context. Before the technology

of steeì production was developed a large range of musical instruments

h,ere not available to musicians. The development of this technology

al lowed artisans to provìde instruments which are commonplace today.

The înÌt¡al acceptance of the instruments involved discussions

which are fami I iar to the electronic musician of today; the music

from pianos was not real ly music.

The full musical implications of the development of eìectronic technology

are considerably greater than those of previous technical innovations.

There is extremely rapid growth in this field, and it has direct and

convenÎent appl ication to the generatÍon of musical sounds. The

impact of electronic transmission and storage of music can be

viewed in this context. Even the reproduction of sound involves

aesthetic considerations. The sound actual ly comes from a ìoadspeaker

and can bc processcd by tonc colrtroìs, Electronic nlusical instrunìents

involve more radical aesthetîc considerations. This may mean the

reaì ization of rhe ful I potential of electronic techniques may be

a gradual process.

The extens ive advantages of electronic techniques can obscure the
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inhcr..'nt lirnitations. The objective of this f irst chapter is to outl ine

these I imitations, and to discuss their impl ications for the clesign

ol= alr clcctr-onic: irrstrutncnt.

1.1 -2 Limitations of conventional Musical lnstruments

Performers using conventional musical instruments have to be extremely

skilfuì. The training r:equired to aquire this skill means that

some musicians dedicate thei r working I ives to performing works

which are written by other people. Often the composer must rely upon

a performer to real ize his work. This means interpretation by the

performer is inevitabìe, and the composer may prefer this is avoided.

There is an inherent conservatism in th¡s situation; the composer

is ìimited by the range of skills and instruments available to

reaìize his worl<, and the means of communîcation between the composer

and the performe. iirits the degree to whích the musical work can

be specified precîsely. A conventional musical score specifies only

12 frequencies to the octave, has only Iimited notation to give sound

intensities and duration, and is completely dependent upon the

instrument for the harmonic and transient components of the notes.

It is understandabìe that a composer who contemplates raclîcal ly

new sounds wou I d turn to el ectron i c techn i gues .

1.1.3 Seìection of a sound using any musical instrument

Aì though eìectronic techniques al low considerable scope for development

they do not change some bas i c eng i neer i ng requ i rements for mus i ca I

instruments. Al I musical instruments are aìtered physical ly by an

operator to produce different sounds. lf one of two distinct sounds

is required, then one of at least two dîfferent physical operations
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nìust bc pcrfornrc(l . Morc acnerally, ¡f ¡t is doslrccl to scìccl- a

particula.r sound fronr N d¡stilrct sounds, then ¡t is necessary

to perform one of at least N d¡stinct physical operatlons. This

fact appl ies to al I nrusical instruments, electronlc or conventional.

It ¡s independent of the complexity of the sound produced by the instrument

and is independent of the sophistication of the instrument. lt
applies of the sound is selected at reduced speed using tape recording

techniques, oF if a number of tracks are taped independently and then

super i mposed.

The musician would like to be able to choose one of a large number

of sounds. He would ìike to be able to do this without having to

aquire an unnecessari ly high degree of performing ski I l. However,

if the sound is selected from a ìarge number of sounds, there must

be one of at least that large number of physícal operations performed.

This would seem to necessitate a degree of performing skill.

1.1.3.1 Reducïng the recording speed during p"rforr"n""L

Musicians have used tape recording techniques in an attempt to

minimîze the requirement for performíng skiil.t lf the rate at

which the sound is recorded is slowed down, then the rate at which

the operations are performed is slowed down also. Howeverr ohe

important d¡fficulty does arise. Although this technique gives the

operator more time to select from the same number of physical operations,

the sound which wiìl appear in the final work is no longer heard as

¡t is being selected; it is no longer monitored.

21.1.3.2 Multichannel recording

A simi lar situation arises with multichannel recordlng. lf the
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number of channels is small it may be possible for the musician

to judge how a given channel will sound when repìayed with the others,

This may proviì1e some useful extension of the time to perform the

physical operations. However it would be necessary to use a very

large number of channels of rhis technique were to compensate for

a large degree of performing skiì1. lf a large number of channels is

used it would be impossibìe to judge how a given channel would sound

when it was replayed with the others. Therefore the final sound is

not mon i tored i n th Ì s case ei ther.

1 .1 .4 Moni tored mus ical i nstruments

Monitoring the sound produced by a musical instrument as it is

seìected is a very important aspect of selecting the sound. To

il lustrate this, con.sider the d¡ff ¡cul ty of playing a piano if the

sound is heard one'minute after the corresponding note is depressed.

A monitored instrument has the advantage that the operator has the

sound avai ìable to provide feedback when selecting a sound. lt also

has the disadvantage that the sounds must be selected at a rate which

is similar to the rate the appeêr in the final work. On the other hand,

if the sound is not heard as ¡t is being selected the delay between

the physical operation and hearing the sound makes the selection of

a particular sound much more d¡fficult.

1.1.5 Comparison between monitored and programmed musical instruments

There is a distinction between monitored and programmed musical

instruments which is usefuì when making design decisions. \,Jith a

monitored musical instrument the sound which results from a physical

operation is heard at the same time as the operation is performed,

whereas the final sound from a programmed instrument is heard some
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time after the physical operation selects that sound,3 This distinction

is réflected in the different emphases in the design criteria

of these i nstruments. ì^Jith a moni tored instrument it is important

to use as many different types of movement of the operator as

possible. The foot pedals of a large organ provide extra controì

over the sound produced by the instrument, and this could not be

obtained using only the hands. The piano-forte keyboard respo¡ds

to the force with which the key is depressed as well as to which

key is selected. This is an important advantage of the piano-forte

over the harpsichord. lf this extra differentiation is achieved

it becomes possibIe to select between a Iarger number of physicaI

operations, and therefore between a larger number of sounds.

\^Jith a programmed nusical instrument is it important that the operator

can look at the controls and estimate the sound which will be

produced. ln this way it is possible for the operator to obtain

a particular sound with a minimum number of attempts or iterations.

There are two design criteria which are fundamental to the design of

both monitored and programmed musical instruments. These are examined

in section 1.2. The design impl ications of these cri teria for the

monitored instruments are then discussed in more detail in section 1.1,

and then the design is outlined in section 1.5. The design implications

for programmed musical instruments are discussed in section 1.4 where

a design îs proposed. The monitored synthesizer designed for this

thesis is compared with a conrrnercial syntheslzer in section 1.6. Emphasls

is given to the appl ication of the design criteria.
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1.2 Two Design Criteria for Musical lnstruments

The [wo desiç¡n' criteria are;

i. A la,rge number of soundsshould be avai lable to the

musician,

and ii ' Selecting from these sounds should be as convenient

for the musician as possible.

The musician should be able to choose one of a large number of;

sounds with a minimum of trainîng. Some of the aesthetic considerations

of these criteria are discussed., The provision of a ìarge number of

sounds has two impl ications.

The instrument should be capable of producing a wide range of

types of sound.

Usually the musician does not want the scope of the availabìe sounds

I imited by the instrument. However there is an alternative point

of view. lf the musicians are forced to work within I imitations, then

the avai ìable sounds are explored in considerable detai l. 0ur

musical heri tage provides an excel lent example of a restriction

of the types of sound used. For.over two centuries the even tempered

12 tone scale has been used almost excìusively. lts use has been

considerably refined. This development would not be as intense

if other l=requcncy intervals wcre commonìy used as weì1. This means

nrany subtle combinations of the 12 tone notes would never have been

uti I ized if other frequency intervals were also avai lable.

0n the other hand, the engineer is in no position to design for

restrictions in the type of.sound available. He is in no position

to decide which restrictions are likely to be worthwhile because
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that is a qucstion of aestlrctic:;. This rncans thc discipìine to study

ô partictllar Ly¡rtt of'sound intcnsivcìy nìust cotììc Ironl thc nlusician.

2. The second implication is that the musician should be able to

seìect a sound witlr a great degree of resolution or subtlety.

Consider again the use of pressure variations on the keys of a keyboard.

\.lith the conventional piano-forte i t i s possible to control a wide

range of amplitudes using a range of pressures. lt is simple to

extend this using electronic techniques. The pressure can be used

alone, or it can be combined with its rate of attack or decay. The

combination can control a number of sound parameters such as amplitude,

frequency or harmonic content of a note.

However it is a question of aesthetics whether ¡t is desirable to

have a wide range of envelopes for the notes. lt might be desired

to have the envelopes identical for aesthetic reasons. ln principle

this couìd be obtained by depressing the keys with identical

rates and pressures. l.lith a piano-forte this is the onìy way

to obta¡n identical envelope shapes, because the relationship

between the key pressure and the sound is fixed. However w.ith

electronic instruments this reìationship can be altered. I t is

possible to adjust the pressure control to produce ìittle or no

effect on the sound. ln this way the musician who wants notes with

identical ampl itude, for example, can obtain these with a minimum

of training or difficulty. However, the design compromises of the

instrunrent have l¡een toward provid ing the opt ion of control , and

to this extent the musician who always wants regular amplitudes has

not been catered for.
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The second desiqn criterion was that selecting from these sounds

shoulrl lbe a:; corìvcìnicnt for llrc nrusician as possiblc, Again this ls

the most likely request from the musician, and again there is an

al ternative poînt of vîew.

The convenience of selecting ê particular type of sound involves

minimizing the d¡fficulty of manipulating the controls. lt aìso

involves producing a predictable relationship between the position

of the controìs and the sound which is produced.

Part of the I istenerrs musical experience may include appreciating the

skilì of the operator. For example there is considerable difficulty

blowing many wind instruments. After a particuìarìy ski lful

performance the I istener may marvel ther there b/ere no errors,

and this nay be a significant part of his total musical experience.

However, it wouì.d seem the signif icance of skiìl would aìways be

present, even ¡f it were put to more useful effect by differentiating

between sounds. Alternative skills could always be provided in

any case.

Another aspect ot the convenience of the selection of a sound is its

predictability. lf the type of sound produced by the instrument

changes unpredictably it becomes much more difficult or even impossible

to obtain a particuìar sound. 0n the other hand in this case the

nrusician would find a variety of types of sound which he may not

otherwise imagine. This would expand his library of avaiìable sounds

and would therefore help compos i tion.

However, ¡f the musician then wants to use the musical Ìnstrument

to al ter that souncl sl ightly, or to produce a given sound, i t
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becomes essentiaì to minimize chis element of surprise, To sone

extcnt thc nrusician could conìpensate for this predictabi l ity by

rarr<lonl c:xpc r i ntcn ta t ion.

The point of view in common w¡th both of these design criteria is

that the rnusician should be abìe to choose one of a ìarge number

of sounds with a minimum of traÌning. lf, for any reason, he would

I ike the type of sound restricted, oF the difficulty of choosing

a sound increased, oF fi'ne variations in a sound parameter such as

ampl itude avoided, then this decision involves aesthetics and is

properly his. A musical instrument could be specifical ly designed

to meet any or all of these particular requírements, but the criteria
chosen seem the most su¡table and most chal lenging. Nevertheless,

it is important to have the assumptîons which involve aesthetics

cìearìy identified.

1 .3 Des i gn of a Mon i tored Mus i c Synthes izer .

\,lith a monitored musical instrument the sound in the final work is

heard as ¡t is being selected. lt follows that the physical operations

which are necessary to select the sound must be performed at the

same time as the sound is heard, However the number of sounds

which can be discerned by the ear in a given time interval greatìy

exceeds the number of distinct physical operations which can be performed

during that time. ln other words the rate at which the eâr can

differentiatc between sounds greatly exceeds the rate at which ¡t is

possible to select distinct physical operations, Therefore only a

smaì ì proportion of al ì possible sounds wi I I ever be avai lable

fronl a monitored nlusical instrunlent whilst one operator is using ¡t.
The particular sounds which are avai lable from the moni tored ¡nstrument

can be changed by readjustment of the instrument.
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Mos t nlus Ìca ì ìrr s t runrelrts a re prog rantnìecl to sonle cxtcn t bccause some

plrysical oo"..ntions on moni tored instruments do not produce sound

in reaì tinre. One cxamprc is the tuning of vior in sr-rings. The

frequency of each string is adjusted before the performance, and thís
makes a certain group of sounds available to the musician. ln some

establ ished works the music is stopped and the vior in strings
retuned to give different frequencies and therefore a different group

of sounds.

ln some cases there is no rigid distinction between a monitored and

a programmed musicaì instrument. The stops of an organ i I lustrate
the programming of a monitored instrument. These stops can be altered
at the beginning of a section of music to provide particular types

of sound. The stops can also be altered whiìe the music is being

played, and this shows there can be no precise definition of the

difference between the setting up of a musîcal ïnstrument and its
real time performance. However there is usual ly a considerable

difference between the two operations as there is between the

tuning of and the bowing of a violin. This means a useful distinction
can be made, and this is reflected in the differing design approaches

to the two instruments.

There is in fact a graduation between a programmed instrument and

a monitored instrument. After the programmed instrument is set up

the o¡rcralion of pressing a button to hear the sound as the same

as those which characterize a monitored instrument. Similarly,
sett¡ng up a monitored instrument is the same type of operation which

characterizes a programmed instrument. ln practice there is a very

useful difference between the two types of instrunrents.
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The ìimited rate of selection of' sounds by physical operations means

that a small proportion of the sounds which can be distinguished by

the ear are available with any one setting or arrangement of the

monitored instrument. However, since the monitored instrument

can be set up to make different sounds available, in principle anyv\,ay,

it would be possible to produce any sound at all from a monitored

instrurnent. This instrument would have to be repeatedly set up to

obtain these sounds.

It follows there are two design implications for monitored instruments

when maximizing the number of sounds available to the musician.

The physical operations which select the sounds should be designed

to enable the operätor to distinguish between a large number of sounds,

and the instruments should be designed so that the range of sounds

avai lable should be as large as possible.

lf sections of electronic equipment are designed to be interconnected

in many different ways, the number of sounds available from a given

amount of electronic equipment îs greatly extended. This techníque

was introduced by R: A. Moog and others.4 An exampìe of the

advantage when trying to produce a large range of sounds with a given

amount of electrical equipment occurs with a fï lter. This fi lter

could fol low an oscì I lator and al ter its harmonic content. I t could

also follow a white noise generator and produce completely different

sounds, resembl ing sounds from the sea. Both these sounds are

avai lable without additional electrical equipment.

lnterconnection of units means that the signal ìevels must be

standardîzed. There is also the aspect of control of these units.

The frequency of an oscìllator could be controlled by a keyboard,

or by the signal from another oscillator, or a combination of both.
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Th ls techn ique can l¡e used to a I ter the harmon ic content of the

osci llator because of the effects of frequency modulation. Therefore

the abilíty to interchange the means of control greatly increases

the number of sounds avai labre. Thi s means al I the control led

functions must depend upon voltages which, ofcourse, must be compatible

with the signal levels. The use of voltage control led circuits
is not as convenient for the designer as direct forms of control.
It is much simpler to use a potentiometer to control the amplitude of a

signal than it is to use a voltage controlled attenuator circuit.
However if an attenuator circuit is used it becomes possible

to use a voltage from pressure on a keyboard or pedal or some

combination. The method of contror becomes much more flexible and

the number of sounds available from a given amount of equipment

is greatly increased.5

This design approach contrasts sharply with expensive and intricate
electronic syntheses of sounds which are produced by existing

instruments. lt is possible to simulate a note from a piano

using electronics. However this is very d¡ff¡cult. Second order

terms in the mounting of piano strîngs introduce a slight frequency

shift in the harmonics. Extensive circuitry is necessary to attempt

the synthesis of the sound from a piano, and this equipment could

be used to provide a large number of sounds which are characteristic
of electronic techniques rather than strings. The use of characterÌstical I,
electronic sounds is an important aspect of an art form which uses

an electronic medium. For the same reason the circuits should not be

elaborate just to produce sounds which are very different from

familiar sounds.
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ln order to provide a great range of sounds with a given amount of

equipment, the Functions of the units which have bee.n designed

are very different from each other. There has been a systematic

attempt to use a range of eìectronîc techniques when producing

and manipulating the sounds.

The other aspect ot making many sounds available to the musician is to

enable the selection of a partìcular type of sound with a great degree

of resoìution or subtlety. Tlre control units aì ìow the physical

operation to differentiate between the sounds. As many aspects

of these physical operations should be used as possibìe; foot

controìlers, pressure on keyboards, lever controlìers with three

degrees of freedom. Again this design approach can be contrasted with

the use of triggering circuits which provide envelope shaping. The

inevi table restriction of this technique of only having the trîgger

signal to inclicate the musicianrs intention becomes apparent

when alì the envelope shapes are exactly uniform, until a time

consuming readjustment is made to the controls.

The second design criterion, to make the sounds available to the

musician with a minimum of training, means the control movements

should be conveniently related to the sound; posi tion logarthmica l ly

reìated to frequency and ampl itude. Also the operator shouìd find

the minimum difficulty in apprecîating the functions of each of the

units. For instance tlre result of using a fiìter would be predictable,

whether is was used with an oscillator or with a white noise source.

It is relatively simple to design circuits whìch produce sounds

which cannot be aìtered predictabìy. However the design must

ensure the operator can predict which sounds are availabìe and

learn how to adjust the instrument to get them. ln this respect

the design oF the monitored instrument is the same as the design
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r¡[ t: ltc ¡rroqt-¡t¡rut<:rl irrstrr¡nrc¡lt. l-lrc <l i[[crc:rrcc is llrat Lltcrc ls no

systcntat ic attcrntpt to proclucc arìy sound at al I f ronr the nlonitored

instrumcnl-, nal-her: to produce a ìarge nunlber of sounds which

arc convenicnt to gcnerate eìectrical.ly and whiclr can be obtained

and controlìed by an operator.
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1 .4 Des i gn 0ut I i ne of a programmed I nstrument

A programntcd rilusical instrument is one where the sound in the final
work is not heard as the instrument is adjusted. 0nìy after some

considerable delay is the sound heard, and therefore only after this
delay can the sound be used to make changes. ln this case ¡t is

possible to aim at producing any discernable sound because the

instrument is not límited by the rate at which the operator can

distinguìsh between physical operations.

The design wouìd take advantage of the fact that the sound is produced

for an ear rather than an oscilloscope. Although the bandwidth

of the ear is 16 kHz, it is insensitive to phase relationships at

norma ì ampì i tudes because i ts operat i on rel i es on resonance effects.

Therefore ¡t is more suitabìe to specify frequency power densities

rather than waveforms. The function giving frequency power density

wouìd be chosen to suit the characteristics of the ear.

ln order to make the sounds convenient for the musician to obta¡n

it lvould be ¡mportant that the musÌcian could predict the sound

which wil I be produced by simpìy looking at the instrument. A

visual display would be an important part of the instrument, The

failure to provide a visual display is a nrajor'shortcoming of modern

programmed musical instruments using computers. This visual display

wouìd form an irrtegral part of the method of storing and generating

the sound.

The instrument couìd use a smal I computer or microprocessor in

conjunction with a I ight scanner. Each setting of the instrument

would involve producing a two dimensional display of frequency power

dens i ty as a funct ion of t ime. The i ntens i ty of shad i ng woul d
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give the poh,er density, and its position would give the frequency and

the time'at which it occured. This display couìd be several meters

long and one meter wide, This would give several seconds of sound.

The scanning interval of time would be chosen to suit the resolution

of the ear, and the small computer or microprocessor would perform

the fast fourier transform on the frequency power density. Any amount

of computing time would be available, and each segment could be

stored on tape or stored d i g i ta I ly.

Each segment of sound could be readjusted by the mrlsician with the

aid of the visual display. Photographic techniques could be used to

record the sound as well as give the musical score. The sound which is

stored in this way could be altered after it was replayed.

This design approach to the programmed musical instrument can be

contrasted with the use of specialized programming languages on

I a rge compu te rs ."
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1.5 0utl inc of' thc Monitored lnstrument Dcsigned.

It is convenicnt to dividc

three classes.

thc uni ts of a music synthes izer into

1. Sound Sources

These units are characterized by having signal output only. They also

have control voltage inputs. The units are:

*'

3.2

3.3

3.\

3.5

Variable Harmonic 0sci ì lator

Variable \^Javeform Osci I lator

Digital Division Osci I lator

\^/h i te No i se Sou rce

2. Sound Man i pu I ators

These units are characterized by having signal inputs as weìl as

signal outputs. They also have control inputs. The units are:

\.3 Vol tage Control I ed Fi I ter

4.4 Multiplier

\.5 Harmoni c Generator

\,6 Reverberation Unit

l+.7 Position Control

4.8 Frequency Divider

Controì Uni ts

These units have control voltage outputs and do not have signal

olrtputs, The Resistance Board Controller and the Sound to Voìtage

Unit can have signal inputs, and the Control Voltage Manipulator

has a control voltage input.

3
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*

The control uni ts are:

Conventional Keyboard

Bi nary Keyboard

Lever Control ler

Foot Control ler

Resi stance Board Control ler

Sound to Vol tage Un i t

Control Vol tage Manipulator

ln addition to these units the synthesizer needs pou,er output

ampìifiers and a power supply. There are also two frequency standard

osciìlators. There is considerable attention given to the method

of interconnection of the units. This forms a major part of the

cost and this leads to a compromise between cost and complexity.

This peripheral equipment is discussed in chapters 2 and 6.

For the remainder of this chapter there is a comparison with

the designed synthesizer with a commercially available synthesizer.

5.2

5.3

5.\

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8
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,6 Compar i sons Between the Des i gned Mus i c Synthes i zer and the

Moog synthesizer.

The first design criterion is to maximize the operatorrs control of

the sound produced. The Binary Keyboard bui lt for this thesis

(S.¡) produces a voltage which clepends upon the finger pressure of

a key. An independent voltage output depends upon which keys are

depressed. The control voltage which is related to pressure is

available to alter the amplitude of a note. There. is no pressure

control voltage from the keyboard of the Moog synthesizer.

Nevertheless ¡t is still possible to control the envelope of a note.

A tr¡gger signal is produced by the Moog keyboard, and this starts the

operation of an envelope shaper. This shaper can be adjusted to

alter the attack rate, the length of time wliÌch the note is sustained,

and also the rate of decay of the envelope of the note. Even more

complex sequences are available by cascading these envelope shapers.

The enveìope shaper is actuated whenever a key is depressed. However

the musician is sti I I severely restricted. Each note must have the

same envelope shape. This applies until the envelope shaping

unit is readjusted, and this adjustment takes a considerable

amount of time. Therefore, aìthough it is possible to control the

shape of the envelope of a note on the Moog, ¡t is important not to

overlook the fact that the envelope shape cannot be altered without

a time consuming readjustment of the synthesizer. This restriction

follows inevitably from the limitations of ifre control voltages

which are providcd by the keyboard. An analog control voltage can

differentiate between more sounds than a trigger pulse. ln the

Binary Keyboard the force on the keyboard was used to give an analog

vol tage ratlrer than an impu ì se.
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Anothe'r desigrr criterion is to maximize the types of sound avai lable.

The Moog synthesizer has nine iclentical oscillators and a tenth which

is only sì ightly different. The proposed synthesizer has onìy three

osci I lators which each use a completly different desígn approach.

The variable Harmonic Osciì lator (l.z) is based on providing

continuous control of constituent waveforms which have specific

harmonic contents. The variabìe vJaveform 0sci I lator (¡.¡), enables

the operator to control the waveform of the generated signal

di rectly, and the Digital Division 0sci I ìaror (3.4) provides

combinations of signals which are obtained by dividing a given high

frequency.

Each oscil lator generates two signals of the same f requency but v,,¡th

differing harmonic contents. lt is possible to change from one to

the other using voltage àontroì. ln this way the harmonic content

can be control led úy the pressure on a keyboard.

There is a similar diversity in the type of sound manipulators

provided with the proposed design. The Harmonic Generator (4.5)

generates harmonics which depend upon the ampl itude of the input

signal. The Frequency Divider (4.8) generates submult¡ple frequencÌes

of an input frequency. The resources of the Moog synthesizer are

allocated to a programable, sequencer which is set up to provide

a finite number of control voltage levels which are sequenced.

Every time this unit is changed there must be a careful and ìengthy

adjustnrent of the unit, and this process can be contrasted with the

way the proposed synthesizer would be used.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 1

See reference ll (pp 14 et seq) for a discussion of the

historical development of electronic musical instruments

Reference 8 gives an account of the role of tape-recording

techniques in an electronic music studio. I t d¡scusses

the use of groups of sounds (multichannel recording) as

wel I as varying the playback speed of the .tape.

The cì ass i c programmed mus i ca I i nstrument, the RCA synthes i zer

at Coìumbia University, is described in reference 20. The

use of large digital computers is discussed in outl ine in

reference 10 (pp 359 et seq.). Reference 7 describes

a special computer program (tne mUSICI+BF) for a programmed

musical instrument.

The voltage control technique is described by R.A. Moog

in reference 17.

The role of the feedback of sound information to the musician

is mentioned in reference 18 which is a very recent article.

(1e77)

Reference 10 contains a discussion of the role of the computer

in the generation of music using random notes. Reference 1l

gives a detai ìed description of a computer language.

3

\

5

6
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CHAPTER 2 GENERAL DESCR t PT I ON OF THE SYNTHES I ZER DES I GN

2.1 lntroductlion

The objective of an eìectronic synthesizer i s to make avai lable a

wide range of sounds to the musician; sounds which can be obtained

with a mÎnimum of training. The types of sounds should vary widely.

It foìlows the units providing the sounds should use radically

d i fferent des i gn approaches .

ln order to maximize the types of sounds avaiìable from a given amount

of eìectrical equiplemt, the equipment is subdivided into units which

can be interconnected in many different ways. w¡th this arrangement

some of the units are sound sources and others are sound manipulators

(with signal inputs as wel I as signal outputs). The control function

must be interclr¡lngeable, also; voltage levels are used to control the

sound generation and manipulation so that the control units can

also be interchanged.

Once set up the instrument shouìd be controlled by the musician in real

time to select between a large number of sounds. The controì units

reìate the physicaì movement to the control voìtage, and should

utilize as many aspects of the movement of the operator. This movement

should be conveniently related to the corresponding sound which is

p rod uced .

Experience with the instrument shouìd soon enable the musician to

infer its capabi ì it¡es and I imitations, and to obtain the desired

sound. This means tha operation of the units should be preclictable.

The impl ications of these design requi rements are outì ined.
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2.1.1 Radical ly Di fferent Design Approaches

Each of thc units uses a fundamentaììy different approach to the

generation or aìteration of the sound. The sound sources have

periodic and nonperiodic waveforms. 0f the periodic waveforms

one osci I lator provides waveforms of different harmonic contents

which can be conlbined. A second oscillator is set up using the

time domain waveform. The third osci I lator uses submultiples of a

given frequency. This signal can have a period in excess of one

second when the origionaì square wave is 1 kïz. Each of these

sound sources is convenient eìectricalìy when compared w¡th the

synthesis of the sound from a piano or other conventionaì musical

instrument. Many types of sounds are provided using I imited resources,

and these are characteristic of the eìectronic medium.

Some sound manipulators are ì inear and others nonl inear. The Fi I ter,

Posi tion Control and Reverberation Unit have distinct functions which

are al ì I inear. The Harmonic Generator and Frequency Divider are

nonì inear and add higher and lower frequency components respectively.

The Signaì Multipl ier gives a very useful acoustic effect. The

distinctive electricaì functions of these units al ìows the instrument

to provide distinctive sounds.

2.1 .2 Control of the sound

The control units enable the musician to obtain the desired sound. The

Binary Keyboard uses pressure information. lnstead of dupl icating

the detect i ng mechan i sm for every ava i l abl e note, the des i gn

recognizes that electronic instruments do not lend themselves to the

production of more than one note at a time. An electronic organ
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rc(lu¡t-()s ar'ì (-ìxt(-ìtrsivc <lu¡rlicaLion ol= cc¡rri¡>nrcnt to achlirvc a rcsul I

which is rathcr nlorc clraractcristic of a ncchanical system. 
, 
The

consequence ol'providing only one note from one osciìlator ïs that

only clne corìlr-oì vol t:i'ìqc can bc uscd to clctcrnlinc frer¡ucncy. This

rneans that combinations of keys can be used. ln this case 10 keys

can provide 210 - t notes. ¡f only 10 keys are used the pressure

information from the keyboard can be achieved qui te convenientìy.

The control units include lever controllers with three degrees of

freedonr and pressure information, Foot Controller to use other

limbs, and a Sound to Voltage unit. With the Sound to Voltage unit,

two control voltages are produced by the frequency and by the amplitude

of an incoming signal. ln this way the training of the voice can be

used, as well as.the scope of using any other sound.

The res i stance board control ler provides a control vol tage whi ch

depends upon signals. The relationship to these signaìs is control led

by the position of a metallic detector on resistance paper.

The controì voltage manipulator fi lters the control voltage, providíng

derivative and integral components. This provides greater flexibi I ity

ín the reìationship between the sound and the physical movement

selecting this sound.

The design of control I ing mechanisms especial ly for electronic

musical instruments, with regard for thei r particular requi rements

and flexibi I i ty, can provide considerabìy more control.than mere

imitations of establ ished methods of control I ing sound. ln many

cases the principle is not new; trumpets produce one note at a

timc and , irr part, usc combinations of three key positions to control

i ts frequency. The control voì tage mani pulator i s simi lar in function
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to tlrc ìoucl ancl thc soFt pcdars of a piano, aìthough its vcrsatillty
is nuclr grcat.er. However in the cases of the sound to voltage unit,
the Lcvcr controrìcr and trre Resistance Board contror rer, the

I'lcxibilíty ol' clccrronic rechniques has provicled a radical ly new

app roach .
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2.2 List of Units in the Synthesizer Design

Section Unit ControlSignal

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.6

4.1

4.4

t+.5

4.6

4.1

Variable Harmonic

Variable llaveform

Digital Division 0sci llator

Wh i te Noi se Generator

lnput Ampl ifier

Voì tage Control led Fi I ter

Multipl ier

Harmoni c Generator

Reverberation Unit

Position Control

Conventional Keyboard

Bi nary Keyboard

Lever Control ler

Foot Control I er

Sound to Voì tage Un i t

Res istance Board Control ler

Control Vol tage Man i pul ator

Analog Frequency Standard

Hybrid Frequency Standard

connected directly to

output ampl Tfiers.

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

2

3

2

2

2

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 3

3

0

0

0

0

0

5

l1

1

4

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8

6.2

6.1



Control
Voìt. Man.

BinKB

Conv

Sto

oot

Res Bd

Control Vol tage

Swi tch i ng

Matrix

(output to units)

s i gna I outputs from un i ts .

Signal

Switch ing

Matrix.

arHar

D¡ D¡

i nput

Mult.

Fi I ter

reqDi

rm.

Reve rb

WteNs

ar W

Frequency
Standards

Posn: 0utpu

-ì:

\J
I

c:\

DIAGRAM 2.2. A lnterçonnections of Units. (See next page for
Abbreviat ions)
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Abbrevi at ions: Used in Dîaqram 2,2. A

0utput

Posn

Reve rb

Fil ter

Mul t

Ha rm

FreqDi v

Va rHa r

V a r\lve

DigDiv

l./teNse

I nput

ConvKB

BinKB

Lever

StoV

Res Bd

Foot

0utput Ampl ífiers

Position Controller

Reverberation Unit

Filter

Multipì ier

Harmon ic Generator

Freguency Divider

Variable Harmonic Osci I lator

Variabìe Iy'avefornl 0sciì lator

Digital Division Osci I lator

l^/h i te No i se Genera tor

lnput ampl i fiers

Conventional Key Board

Binary Keyboard

Lever Control I er

Sound to Vol tage Un.i t
Res i stance Boa rd Control I er

Foot Control ler
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.A Cross Bar Switching Arrangenrent. A swi tch i s pì aced

at the intersection of each of the ì ines. The

connection between rAr and tBr is made by closing both

St and Sr. Another cross bar such as that involving

t' 1 and Sr , cou I d have been used .

I

A

D IAGRAM 2.3

B

s (25 '|

SzS1
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,ir-ìd can nìal(c rììul tiplc connections.

trJhcn two sigrraì ouf puLs arc connectcd togcthcr thc rcsul ting slgnaì ls

the average. The circuit of 2.3.8 is used to provide this characteristic.

This avoids overìoads of the signal voltage but means when an additionaì

signal source is switched in the amplitude of those already present

i s reduced.

The control switching matrix is arranged to provide the voltage sum

where more than one input is used. Although this means overload's can

occur and must be avoided by the operator, the setting of the voltage

from one of the control units is not altered when the control voltages

from other units are added. The summing circuit is given in Diagram

2.3 .c .

w
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#

1Okf¿
1 0kCI

i nputs

1 okn

10krì

1 0ka

output

DIAGRAM 2.3.8 The circuit which gives the average voltage when multiple

connections are made, as with the signal switching matrix.

+
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X-

1 0ka 1 0ka

input

I 0ka

1 Oka

1 oka

output

10k

DIAGRAM 2.3.c rhe circuit which gives the sum of the voìtages when

mult.i ple connections are made, as Ì^,ith the control voltage

switching nratrix.

+



NOTES FOR C]JAPTER 2

Patchchords are used by the large Moog synthesizers and by the

Buchla series 200 systems. However the ARp25O0 music

synthesizer and E.M.S.s'Synth¡ 100, VCS I and KB I

synthesizers all use a matr¡x of pins. see reference l1 pp 79.
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cll/\PTER 3 S0UND S0URCES

3.1 lntrocluction

ln this chapter the four sound source units are described. Sound

sources are characterized by having only signal outputs. The design

criteria are to make wïdely diverse types of sound outputs which

can be chosen by the operator. lt should be. convenient for the

operator to adjust the unit to give a part¡cular sound, and to

predict the type of sounds which are available.

Three of the sound sources provide periodic waveforms. The three

design approaches, are to combine waveforms which have distinct

harmonic components, to provîde a chosen waveform, and to combine

submultiples of a given frequency. The remaining sound source

is a white noise generator.

The Variable Harmonic Generator provides any combinations of four

basic waveforms. These waveforms are chosen to have distinct

harmonic contents and to be convenient to generate. These waveforms

are the sinewave, the squarewave, the triangle and a double'frequency
I

sawtooth.

The second oscillator approaches the selectîon of a periodic waveform

from the time domain. lt generated a waveform which is set up on

B sl iding potentiometers. These potentiometers are arrangecl on the

front panel so that they dísplay the eight ordinates, and therefore

give a representation of the waveform. The generated waveform uses

an i nterpol at i on funct ion between the ord i nates; there are 1 6

interpolated voltage levels between each ordïnate. Zero, first, third

and fi fth order interpolation functions are provided.
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-lllc DigiLal Division Oscil laLol- coqbincs [our squarc wavo ouIputs

wlrich are o[¡tained fronr the division of a high clock frequency.

Thc divisions äre by 3, 5, and /, and aìso any nunrber up to 16.

-l'lrc sound I'ronl tlris osciìlator is quite unique. lf the chosen

divisor is 13 the fundamentaì frequency of the osci I lator is .7 Hz,

Wlren the or i g iona l c ìock f requency is 1 kHz .

Each of the oscilìators has two independent signal outputs. These

can be used in conjunction with the signal multipìier sound manipulatof:

to greatly enhance the range of output waveforms. When a component

of the control voltage for frequency of the oscillator is another

s ignal frequency modulation occurs. This extends the range of sounds

available also.

The White Noise Generator is the only sound source which provides a

non-periodic waveform. The noise component of the voltage across

a reversed biased zener diode is ampl¡fied to give this white noise

signal. Filtering of this noise is provided, though this is not

vol tage control led. There is also a separate low frequency output

which is intended as a control voltage. This gives a relatively

s I ow random var i at ion i n the s i gnal voì tage, and can be used

i ndependentl y of the other s i gna I .

The interpolated waveform of the Variable Waveform osci I lator, the

Digital Division 0scil lator and the indcpcndcnt clual signal outputs

o r-c rìovc ì rlt's i gns .
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3.2 Vari¡blc tlarnlonic Osciìì;rtor

Tlrc V¡riabìr: H¡rrlonîc Osciì latc¡r proviclcs any conrbinotlon ol' four

l¡as i c wavef orms , each of wh ich have d i st i nct ha rmon ic contents .

These wavefornls are the sinewave, the triangle wave, tlre squarewave,

and a double frequency ramp or sawtooth waveform. Each of these waveforms

must be produced with a constant amplitude over a frequency range

of at ìeast 1 : 103. The frequency of oscillation must be voltage

controìled over this frequency ratio, from 5 Hz to 5 k1z.

\^/i th the des ign to be described a f requency ratio of 1 : 'lOll was

achieved and this enables a very ìow frequency of osci I ìation.

This means the oscîìlator can be used to provide a low frequency

control vol tage. This frequency ratio compares favourably wi th the

recently avai ìable întegrated ci rcuit vol tage control led oscì I ìators

which have a frequency range of 1 : 103 with one sweep.

The sinewave is important rhusicelìy because it is the only waveform

which has no harmonic components. The sinewave can be obtained by

frequency independent waveshaping of a tria'ngular waveform. The

magnitude of this triangular waveform must be constant at all the

operating frequencies. A simpìe relaxation osci I ìator which gives

both a triangular wave and a square wave whÌch both have constant

ampl itude is shown in diagram 3.2.A. During each cycle the integrator

reaches the trigger level of the schmitt trigger which then resets

the input voìtage to the integrator. The integrator output then

drops to the trigger level of the schmitt trigger and the cycle is

repeated. The frequency of this osci I ìator can be control led using

an analog inverter as shown in diagram 3,2.8. ln this form the

osci ì lator has a I inear control voltage to frequency relatìonship.
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DIAGRAM 3.2.A A relaxation oscil lator which gives triangular
and square waveforms.

L,rl_Jl

AAA

++ +

I ntegratorI nverte r

Schmî tt
Trigger
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con tro I

vol tage
ana I og
i nverter integrator

c

schml tt
trigger

R

+ ++

D TAGRAM 3 .2.8 Vol tage control of the frequency of osci I latíon
of the reìaxation osci I lator of diagram 3.2.A
using an,analog inverter.
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The frequency of tlre oscillator is determined by the rate of charge

of the voltage across the capacitor, C of diagram 3.2,8. ln turn this

is determined by the current througlr the reslstor R; if the current

to the inverting input of the operational ampl ifier is neglected.

1f this res¡stor, R, is linear the voltage across ¡t is proportional to

the current through ít, and hence this voltage is proportional to the

frequency of the oscillator. The maximum voltage across the resistor

is ll5 V because of the voltage limitations of the output voltage

on the i ntegrated ci rcu i t, The vol tage across thi s I i near res i stor

which would give a frequency 103 times lower than the maximum

frequency is 15 mV. At this voltage leveì the voltage offsets which

are present at the input of the integrated circuit are significant.

The precision ì inear opeiational ampl ifier, the vA 777 has a

maximum voltage offset of tl mV. The effect of these input voltage

offsets of the integrator and analog inverter is to lengthen the time

taken for one half cycle, and to reduce the time for the other

half cycle. This means all the waveforms of the oscillator are

distorted at low frequencies. 0ffset currents to the integrator

have a similar effect on the waveforms but in thïs case the extent

of this effect on the waveforms can be minimized by a suitable choice

of the resistor R and the capacitor C which form the integrator.

It is possible to ensure that the charging currents are large

in relation to the offset currents. However the input offset

voltage provide a limiting factor because of the maximum voltage

swing across thc rcsisl-or R.

The frequency ratio of the oscilìator can be considerably extended

using a nonlinear resistive element. The desired control voltage to

frequency ratio is ìogarithmic; a given increment in the control

voltage should increase the frequency by a given ratio. lf the
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corresponding non-linear eleme¡lt in introduced at R the ratío of the

currents through this resistor can greatly exceed the ratio of the

corresponding vol tage across i t. This removes the' previous restrlction

the input voltage offsets of the integrated circuits places on

the maximum frequency ratio.

The symmetry of the generated waveforms depend upon the symrnetry of

this nonl inear resistive element. lt is important that the voltage

to current relationship across it is an odd functîon; i(v) = -¡(-v).

lf diode shaping for the positive applied voltages is realized

independently of the diode shaping for the negative appl ied voltages,

it would be necessary to match these. two diode shaping networks

quite accurately so that the symmetry of the generated waveform

was not impaired. The use of a bridge rectifier circuit of diagram

3.2.C ensures a very accurate matching of the forward and the

reverse characteri stics of the nonl inear eìement. The bridge

consists of matched diodes, and the voltage applied to the rernainder

of the nonl inear element is always in the same direction.

The resistors in the nonlinear resistor are chosen to give a logarithmic

relationshi p between vol tage and current. These resistors shunt diodes

which are chosen to have equal forward voltage drop. Lt can be shown

that the resistance of the resistors should be in a geometric

progression ïf the desired logarithmic control voltage to frequency

characteristic is to be obtained.

The desi red relationship i s ¡ kl 
"u

+

where i is the current through the nonl inear element

v i s the vol tage across i t

and kl and k, are constants.

kz
3.2
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i whcre l< is also ô corìst¡rr't. 3.2.1iIt I'ollows Llrat di/clv t3
3

l^/hen succcssive resistors in the nonì inear elenlent are in a geometric

progression wi th' the ratio of r between adjacent resîstors

(the resistors can be labelìed so that r < 1) then the

incremental res i stance of arbi trari ly smal I currents i s:

dv/di = R + rR + r2R * r3R * 14* + ... rtR ....

\^Jhen the current i is such that the vol tage drop across a d iode

exceeds .6 V then the incremental resistance of this section

becomes zero. ln this case the incremental resistance of the

total nonl inear'network has become:

r.n1R * rR + r2R * ,3R * ,4*dvld i ,.m-nR .. , )

where the nth diod" is ful ly conducting.

lf the current level were to íncrease by a factor of k,

i ncremental res i stance woul d become;

dvldi = rn+i1R + rR * r2R * r3R +.,. ,.**i-nR... )

= ,-.1 theh , the

This means that îf the current is

conductance is also increased by k

is satisfied.

,nmax (R + rR +

,nmaxqT(t_r)

i ncreased by r the incremental

3'
-l , and the relàtionship l.2.li

There wi I I ofcourse be a finite number of series elements. The

value of the final resistòr wi I I be given by:

Rn.,a x
2 R+r 3

R



VI t-t t/t VI VI

560-kr¿

3 30kfì
1 80k0

1 00ka
56k0

33kr¿

1 8k0
1 OkCI 3.3kCI

1.8kCI
l kf¿

56oo
3304

180fì
1 00CI

56n
1 20a

5. 6ka

+

DIAGRAM 3,2.C. The nonlinear resistor R whÎch is composed of a bridge circuit and a series

of resistors which are in a logarithmic progression.

L
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A I irrcar rcsi:;l..or ol' tlris valucr in scrics wiLlr thc nonl inear

scrics cìcnrcrrLs wiìl cnsurc Lhat the logarithnric relationship will

be satisfied oVer the range of interest. The value of this resistor

is chosen to correspond to the highest operating frequency.

The significance of this design approach of a logarithmic voltage

to current resi stive element is that readi ly avai lable res¡stors

can be used because the preferred values are in a geometr¡c progress¡on.

The harmonic conrponents of the waveforms produced by the oscillator

are given in diagram 3.2.D. The harmonic components of each of

these decreases with frequency. The square wave has all the odd

harmonics, with the nth h"r*onic having a magnitude of 1/n times

the magnitude of the fundamental sinusoidal component. The double

frequency ramp has all the even harmonic frequencies of the fundamentaì

osciììator frequency. Again the magnitudes of these components

decreases as the order of the harmonic. The triangle waveform has

all the odd harmonics, but in this case the magnitude of th. nth

harmonic is 1/n2 times the magnitude of the fundamental component.

The harmonic components of all these waveforms decrease with frequency.

The Harmonic Generator sound manipulator can be used in conjunction

with the triangular of ramp waveforms to give predominantly higher

frequency ha rmon i cs .

The bìocl< diagranr of this oscillator is given in diagram 3.2. E, and

the circuit diagrarn is given in diagram 3.2.F

Two independent signal output are available to the musician, and two

voltage control ìed attenuators are provided. These attenuaters use

compìementary fieìd effect transistors so that one signal output increases
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SQUAR E
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o
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o
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o
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\

f 7ro3foo 5fo

DIAGRA¡4 3.2.D. Harmonic components produced by the osci I lator.
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fr

f requency
control
vo I tage

LJ-L

1/11

DIAGRAM 3.2.E. B..lôck diagram of the variable harmonic oscil lator

i ode
hap i ng
etwork

Ana I og
inverter

Schml tt
trigger

I nteg ra torAna I og
i nverter
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1 OkCI

5-15

s tne

squa re

F req uen cy
controì
vo'l tage

1 0kCI

1 0ka

i.rlon- l, "ca.
Rtk

0 . 0068u F

77

1 0kç¿

1MCI

10kfì

10kn 1 0kr¿ 1 0ka

I Mf¿

1MA

1 0kn
doub I e
f req uency
r

t+.7Uç

DIAGRAM 3.2.F. Circuit diagram of the variable harmonic oscillator.

Standa rd
d iode n/w +

Mf¿ 1oka
+

++

See, diagram 3.2.C
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as thc ot.l'rcr signaì output decrcases wlien. the same control vol tagc r

used. This is achicved without using an operational anrpJifier

to invert the .rnrpl i tude control vol tage. Two trim potentiorneters

for each field effect transistor allow a centre point and slope adjustment

of the control voìtage so that the characteristics of the field

effect transistors can vary widely. The signal level across the

field effect transistor is minimal so there is mìnimum distortîon

of the signal. Diagram 3.2.G gives thîs circuit.
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3.3 Variable \^laveform Oscil lator

The variable waveform oscillator enables the operator to choose

the sound of a periodic signal by directly adjusting the waveform

of the signal. This is the time domain approach to the selection

of a periodic signal, as dist¡nct from the frequency domain

approach of the variable harmonic osci I lator. The purpose of
providing different methods of selecting the sound is to provide

differing types of sound for the musician,

The problem of providing an acljustable waveform which is independent

of frequency could now be solved using one digital memory element.

However, when digi tal storage was fi rst investigated for thi s

osciì lator the cost was prohibitive. An alternative approach

used in analog computers for non-l inear computations is to use

a diode func[íon generator. The gradients o1' segments of waveforms

are adjusted, and provision must be made for both positive and

negative slopes: Simpler diode function generators only provide

monoton i c i nput to output vol tagg reì at i onsh i ps.

An al ternative approach used in earl ier analog comPuters was

to use a sheet of cardboard which had the desired waveform cut

along the horizontal edge. This is inserted between an osci I loscope

and a light detector. A control loop is used to determine the

vertical height of the spot so as to keep the spot half covered

by the cardboard. The timebase can then be set at an independent

frequency, and the generated waveform is the same at all
these frequencies. One disadvantage of this method is that
pulses would occur on the waveform during the reset scan. lt is

important to avoid any ìmpulses on the waveform in this application
because these higher frequency components are particularly
conspicuous to the musician. The establ ished technique could be

changed slightly so that a circular rotation of the spot was used.

ln this case there would be no discontïnuity at the end of each

cycle. The advantage of providing a visual image of the waveform

is that the operator can use this to heìp set up a sound. However

in this case it would be necessary for the operator to make

another cardboard cross-sectíon each time the waveform is to be

changed.
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The osciìlator built for the synthesizer provides a display of the

waveform and al lows continuous adjustment which is nloni tored. Eight

sl iding potentiometers were used to adjust eight ordinates ot

the waveform, and these are arranged on the front panel of

the oscillator so that there is a dispìay of the waveform.

The oscilìatorrs output is switched betwcen thcse eiglrt ordinates

in sequence. However if the simple system of switching from one

ordinate to the next u/ere used there would aìways be a dominant

eighth harmonic present in the sound of the oscillator. lt îs

necessary to interpolate between these ordinates to avoid such a

characteristic sound.

V/ith this interpoìation ¡t is necessary to provide a circuit which

changes ¡ts output uniformly from one voltage level to another

in a given time. The use of integrat¡on was considered, but it
was found that there coutd be d¡fficulties in maintaining the

required waveform over a large range of frequencies, The use of a

non-ì înear resistive element to achieve this frequency range,

as with the Variabìe Harmonic 0scil lator. (1.2.) was not possible

because of the many adjustable sìopes which made up the waveform.

A time independent digital interpolation was used. Digital
switching is used to obtain seven intermediate voltage levels

between each pai r of the eight ordinates. This means there are

64 discrete voltage levels during each cycle, and zero, first
and fourth order interpolations are provided. This means the

characteristic sound of the osci I ìator can be mel low or harsh.

The technique used in this oscillator was to use analog switches to

combine the outputs from the eight ordinates in proportions which

are determined by the interpolation function. VJi th the I inear

interpolation function only two ordinates are combined at any

intermediate point. The voltage ìevel which is midway between the

ordinates is the average of these two ordinates. S¡milarly,

voìtage levels whcih occur cìoser in time to one of the ordinates

are given by the weighted average.
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Diagram 3.3.4. gives the desi red output from the osci I lator in

terms of the I inear interpoìation between two ordinates pl and pr.
The equation for the output voltage for the ì inear interpolation
is; v(t) = p', + Pz - Pl 

-, 

- 

rc
At

where At i s the t i¡ne intervaì betrveen thc <lcs i rccl occu¡'rence

of succcssivc ordinates p-, and p,' The cquatiorr

appì ies only within this time interval.

The circuit real ization of this lineat interpolation function
is given in diagram 3.3.8. Three intermed iate voìtage levels are

provided at time intervals of Lt/\. For the nth of these time

interva I s ;

v(n) = pt + hr- vr)nltt

= n, ('t - n/t+) + Pzn/\

This equation express the relative weighting of the ordinates in
terms of the number of the întermediate qrdinate, n. Table 3.3.4
gives this relative weighting, and table 3.3.8. gives the

corresponding resistors in the circuit of Diagram 3.3.8. which
provide this interpolation function.

One further I inear interpolation was made by the osci I lator to
provide a total of seven interpolated voìtage ìevels. Diagram

3.3.D. gives the comp.lete switching diagram of the oscillator.

This technique used for the I inear interpoìation can now be

extended to higher order functions. I t is necessary to cons ider
two ordinates for a first order interpolation, and simi larly ¡t
is necessary to consider five ordinates for the fourth order
interpolatìon.
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p2

u(t) p * P2-Pr
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Al gebr.a ic express ion for the idea I autBut
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Use of analog switches to obtain three interpoìated
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p
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DTAGRAM 3.3.8
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unquãntized v(t)

quantized v(t)
(actual output from the

osc i I I ator has one further
interpolation).

(t)

D TAGRAM 3 .3 .C

t
1 s2 s3 s4 s5 Switch Cìosed

on 
-d 

i agram 3.3. B.

The output voltage of the osciììator for
four ì inear interpoìations.

l-
p1

z
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Number of
lnterpolation

n

Number of
lnterpoì at i on

n

TABLE 3.3. B

0rd i nate
p1

1

.75

,5

.25

0

0rd i nate

P1

0rdinate
p2

0

1

2

3

4

0

,25

.5

.75

1

TABLE 3,3,A, Rel at i ve wei ght i ng of ord i nates P1 and

a I inear interPolation'
P2 for

0rd i nate

p2

0

1

2

3

4

10 kn

13.3 ka

20 kCI

37.5 ka

ir.u on

20 kç¿

13.3 ka

10 ka@

Resistors required in the circuit of Diagram 3.3.8-

to provi de the i nterpol at i on funct i on.
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v(t) = at4 + bt3 +
2ct +dt+e

p5

tíme, tAt 2Lt

t +c

-2dt + e

dt + e

e

t2+ + dt *e

t6at4 + 8¡t3 + \ct2 +2dt +e

DIAGRAM 3.3.D. A fourth order interpolation function between

five ordinates. The equations relate the value
of the interpoìation function to the ordinates
at the requi red time,
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Diagram 3.3.0. gives the f ive ordinates p.,_, in terms of the

order of the poìynomial to be fitte¿ to them. These

five equation expressing these ordinates in terms of the
polynomial can be used to solve for the coefficients of t
in terms of the ordinates. lt can be shown that;

4a= (0, - \pz + 6p3 - 4p4 * p5) /Q\ttr

(-0, + zpz - zp4 * o5) /fiz^J)

(-0, + 16v, - ,op3 + 1604 - p5) /Qt+t:tz)c

d (p 8p2 804 p5) / (12^t)

)

b

ande=p3

where the five ordinates are to be fitted by the fourth order
polynomial in t;

4 2+ct +dt+e 3.3. iv(t) at +bt 3

As was the case with the linear interpolation the voltage levels at
three intermediate time intervals can be calculated in terms

of the five ordinates pt_5. El iminating the coefficients
a, b, c, d , and e, from the defi n i ng equat ion 3.3. i. g i ves ;

v(n) (n4 /zt 3 2-n /zt+ + n/12)p
1

/6+
/12

/6

n

n
4 3 + zn2/3 - zn/3)

/\ - 5n2/4 + t )

\te - n3/6 + zn?/3 +2n/3)

/z\ + n3 /lz - n2 /z\ - n/tz)

+

+

+

P2 (-n

\p3 n

+

n4 (-n

n5 (n4

For the three interpolated voltages n 1 / 4 , 2/ l+ , and 3/l+ respect i ve I y.

Substituting n into Lhese equations gives the wciç¡lrting tactors
of the five ordinates Ìn order to obtain the.fourth order
i nterpol at ion funct ion. Tabì e 3.3.C. g i ves these factors.
The corresponding values of the resistances whiclr are required to
give these weighting factors is given in table 3.3.D.
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Number of
lnterpolation

,n

00

1 1/t+

2 2/\

3 3/\

41

TABLE 3,3.C..

Number of
lnterpolation

n

0

1/\

2/t+

3/\

1

0rdinates

0

. 017

.023

.171

0

@

5g0ka

43otr¿

5B0ka

1-5

P4 p5

P1 Pz P3 P4 P5

Relative weighting of ordinates p

fourth order interpoìation,

0rd i nates

0

-.123

-.156

_."t07

0

1

.923

.703

.375

0

10|(CI

11 kCI

14 rka

27 ka

0

.205

.649

.752

1

0

-,021

-,039

_ .038

0

for a

p1 p2 p3

0 æ@ æ

2

3

\

81 ka

64 kCI

93 kn

49 t<n

21 kCI

13 ko

10 kr¿

4 6o t<c¿

250kr¿

2 70 kf¿

@æ æ

Res i stors requ i red to provi de the fi fth order

i nterpolation funct ion.

TABLE 3.3,0.
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The res i stance matri x formed from tables 3.3. B for the ì i near

interpolation and table 3.3.D for the fourth order interpolation were

corinected to an edge connector which was plugged into the

osci I lator as requi red. This meant the order of the interpolation
function was changed by replacing this resistance matrix.

The resistors were calculated for three intermediate values only.

Another ì inear interpolation between these voìtage levels gives

a total of seven intermediate values between each pair of ordinates

and 64 ordinates for each cycle. Over the smal I interval between

two successive ordinates the I inear interpolation is sufficiently
accurate. This technique reduces the nurnber of resistors
and ana I og gates requ i red to a I most one ha I f.

ln order to further reduce the number of analog switches' each

fourth order interpolation function was made over two of the

eight ordinates, and only then was the ordinates to the fes¡stance

nratrix swi tchecl. This reduced the number of switches requi red

because the ordinates fed into the resistance matrix need be

changes onìy 4 times instead o1= B. However this saving of switches

is sgmewhat offset by the additional number of switches required to

do the interpolation between two ordinates instead of only one.

As with the Variable Harmonic Osci ì lator there are two separate

outputs from this osci I lator. The second output is taken from

a tone control system whå(h is adjusted on the front panel

of the oscillator. D¡agram 3.3.E. gives the circuit description
of the Variable Waveform Osci I lator.
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(See next page for notes).
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Explanation of Diagram 3'3'E

Thelogicsectionofthevariableharmonicoscillatorincludes

a vol tage control led osci I lator'

A control voìtage shaping network is used to give a

logarithmic relationship between the frequency of the osci I lator

and the corresPonding control voltage' The output frequency

of the voltage controlìed oscillator is divided by logic

circuitry in six sections; each section giving a division by 2'

The six logic signals from this divider unit' S R Q P N and M'

operate analog switches' 
, 

These switches determine the output

voltageofthevariableharmonicoscillator'byproviding

interpolations between 8 voltage levels' These I voltage

levels are set up using potentiometers as ordinates on the

front panel of the oscillator' The analog switches operate in

thr-ee sections'

Section 1

The most s i9n i fi cant bi ts from the di vi s i on 
'

M and N, are used

toswitchthevoltagefromtheSpotentiometersinthefrontpanel.

Five of these voltages are selected at any given time and fed

into the resistance matrix' This matrix provides I inte'rpolations

between these voltage levels' A resistance matrix providing a

f¡fth order interpolation was used' Once the least significant

bitSPQRandShaveswitchedbetweentheinterpolations,the

5 input voltages to the resistance matrix are rotated'
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Section 2

The switches controlled by the logic signals p Q and R are

used to switch between the I interpolations which are provided

by the resistance matrix. Two ouputs are provided by this

section. lnterpolations 1, 3, 5 and 7 are present in succession

on the upper /41 ampl if ier, whilst interpolations 2, t+, 6 and B

are present on the lower 74j ampl i fÍer.

Sect ion 3

The least signíficant bits, D and R, are used to provide a

I inear interpolation between the two outputs of sect'i on 2.

0f the ìeast significant b¡t, S = 1, the output of the oscilìator
ís the average of the two ouputs provided by section 2.

lf S = 0 and R = 0 the output of the oscillator is given by

the output of the upper/4,l amplifier ( and the lower 741 amplifier
is being switched). conversely, ¡f s = 0 and R = 1 the lower

741 ampì ifier determines the output of the osci I ìator, and the

upper 141 ampl ifier is being switched.
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ur-

Notes for D iag ram 3.3.8.

I Upp"r .are rPI denotes the ordinate which is set
potentiometer on the front paneì. Lower case 'p
ordinate which is fed into the resistance matrix

up by the

denotes the

2 The resistance matrix is given by table 3.3.8. for the linear
i nterpol at ion, and by tabl e 3.3. D.. for the fourth order i nterpol at îon.

2 -,r These inverters provide the sign reversal which is necessary

for the fourth order interpoìation.

a Rll these resistors are 10 kQ

5 this switch is conducting when M = logic 1 and N = logic 1.

Similarly the switch l',tN is conducting when M = logic 1 and N

is logic 1 ( N is at logic 0).
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I^/hen ì istening to the sound of the oscil ìator improvements

to the cles ign become apparent. With the present osci ì lator, i I'

every second sì iding potentionleter is altcr-cd tlrc I'ou¡'th harmonic

is readily obtained. Simi larìy if the sl iding poterrtioneters

are moved in groups of two then the second harmonic is obtained.

It is relativeìy diff¡cult to set up the oscillator to that the

third harmonic is obtained though, with practice, this can be done.

lf 12 ordinates had been provided by the osciììator the second,

third, fourth and sixth harmonics wouìd be readily avaiìabìe

by moving the appropriate combinations of sl iding potentiometers.

The provision of only the first order interpolation would

greatly simpl ify the oscillator, and it was l=ound that the

reduct ion of harmonics using the f¡ fth order interpoìation was

only marginal. The acoustic effect was less important than

was origlnal ly expected, aÌthough the voì tage waveforrns were

much smoother on the osc i ì I oscope.
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3.1+ DigÌtal Division Oscilìator

The Digital Division 0scillator obtains its signaì output by dividing

a high clock frequency. This approach is suggested by the convenience

of frequency division using digital circuitry. ln turn this approach

is related to the design criteria of the synthesizer. A particuìar

class of sounds can be readi ly generated using electronic equipment.

ln this way the art form reflects the electronic medium.

The design criteria suggest a wide variety of sound outputs should be

provided. To ensure this the frequency divis ions are by the smal lest

prime numbers, 2, 3, and 5. There is also division by an adjustable

nurnber N < 16. The four outputs from these division processes are

added to give the signal output. The ampì-itude of each of these

components is independently adjustable.

l,/hereas the previous osci I lators have provided f requency components

which are multiples of a control led frequency, this multipl ier

provicles submultiples aìso. The difference can best be i I lustrated

when the adjustable number t - t3: ln this case a cìock frequency

of 1 kHz gives a fundamental frequency of 2.6 Hz. This is welì

below the audio spectrum and gives this osci I lator a distinctive

sound.

Diagranr 3.4.4

d i agrans 3.4. B

gives the block diagranr of the oscillator, and

to J,4.E give Illu. circr.rit.
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3 .5 l,lh i te No i se Generator

The White Noise Generator is the only non-periodic sound source.

The random signal is obtained by amplifying the noise which is

present across a zener diode which is conducting current in the reverse

direction, This unit provides one signal output voltage with an

ampì i tude which i s voì tage control led, and a separate control voì tage

output.

The signal output is filtered. The cutoff frequencies of this filter

are controlìed by potentiometers which must be set manually. Voltage

controlled filtering can be obtained using the filter unit described

in section 4.3. The advantage of providing a relativeìy s imple manuaì

filter is that is aìlows the voltage controlled filter to be used

for other functions in most cases. This manual f¡lter consists of

a high pass Sallen and Key filter, and also a low pass Sallen

and Key filter which are both second order. These can be cascaded

or used in parallel so that high pass, low pass, band pass, and

band stop characteristics are avai lable.

The block diagram of the \^/hite Noise Generator is given in

diagram 3.5.4, an.d the circuit diagram is given in diagram 3.5

and diagram 3.5.C,

B
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 3

VJhen the frequency control voltage contains some signal

cornponents complex frequency modulalion spcctra resul t.

This effect is discussed from the musicianrs point of view

in r-eference 5.
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CHAPTER 4 sou¡Io MANIPULATORS

4.1 lmportance of Sound Manipulators

Sound manipulators are charactcrizcd by having sign.rl in¡ruLs as ivcìì

as signal outputs. These units are an inportant aspect of a

music synthesizer. lt is desired to provide a wide variety of sounds

for the musician. The sound sources and sound manipulators are

designed so that each combination gives a distinct type of sound.

The number of combinations of thcse units exceeds the total number of

units, and in this way the sound manipulators extend the variety

of sounds avai lable from a given amount of equipment.

The proportion of the resources which should be devoted to sound

manipulators can be estimated by assuming -the cost of each unit

is apprôximately the same, and each combination of units gives a

distinct type of sound. The sound produced when sound manipuìator

SM.l is foìlowed by sound manipulator SM, usually differ from the case

when the order of the sound manipulators Ìs reversed and SM,

is followed by SMr. ln this case the number of distinct types of

sound produced by selecting sound manipulators is given by the number

of thei r permutations. For example the number of permutations of

2 units when 9 are available is 9 x B = 72. ln general the number of

permutätions of n objects chosen from m di stinct objects is m!/n! ,

and is wr¡tten Pt. l
n

For linear sound manipuìators the sounds procluced do not depencl upon

the order of sound manipulators, and tlre nrrmbpr of cl isl,inct souncl types

proclttcccl is qivcn by thc ntmrlltrr of conlbin¡t i()rìs ()l' n obit'ct:; clì()scrì
rìì

f'rom m ol>jccts. ln l-his casr: L.his nr.rnbcr i:; C, = rrrl/(n! (rn-n) !),



\-z

A table and a corresponding graph is given to show the importance of

sound manipulators, and to assess the proportion of resources devoted

to. sound manipulators , tg: the total resources of the synthesizer.

The table and graph show the number of permuations available. This'

is the best estimête of the nr¡nlber of di stinct types of sound l¡ecause

the use of any nonlìnear sound man¡pulator means that the sequence of

the sound manipulators is important,
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N
ss

TABLE 4.1,A

Number of

Sound Source

Uni ts

Number of

Sound Manipulator

Units

N
SM

10

Avai lable permuations of sound

Manipulators with;

no: one: two; th ree.;

manipulators

10 0 0 0

9900
8 16 16 0

721,\2\2
6 z4 72 144

5 25 100 300

4 2t+ 120 4Bo

3 21 126 630

2 16 112 672

1972504

0000

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

10

9

B

7

6

5

4

3

2

0

Permutations of sound sources and sound manipulators for various

ratios of sound sources to sound manipulators.



Number
of combinations.

(not to
sca I e)

4-4

Ava i I able combi nat ions
of one sound source and
three sound man i pul ators

Ava i lable combi nat ions
of one sound source
and two sound
manipulators

Ava i labìe combi nat ions
of one sound source
and one sound
manipuìator

672

126

25

10

Ava i lable combi nations
wi th no sound
man i pul ators and one
sound source.

01 5

5

2

I9

10 Number of sound
man i pul ators

0 Number of sound
sources "

The number of ava i lablc conlbinations t>f sound

manipulators and sound sources for various ratios
of the number of sources to ntanipuìators assuming a

toLal ol'[t'rr uniLs [or- [lrt: syt.ttlrt::;izt:t-.

10

DIAGRAM 4.1.A.
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lf combinations of one sound source and one sound manipulator are

considered the number of sound manipulators should equal the number of

sound sources to g íve the maxîmum number of permu.tat ions. l^/hen

combinations of one sound,source and two or more sound manipulators

are considered, the number of avai lable combinations increases

considerably, and the number of sound manipuìators shouìd actuál ly

exceed the number of sound sources to give the maximum number of

combínations. ln fact, according to the assumptions, the greatest

number of available sounds occurs when there is onìy one sound source

and the remaining resources are devoted to nine sound manipulators.

This Îs because the number of arrangements of nine sound manipulators

is so Iarge. However there are compìementary factors to be considered,

It is convenient to produce more than one independent sound at a time.

This requires more than one sound source. Also it is possible

to use more than one sound source to produce a given sound. The

more units introduced involved producing a sound,the,more difficult

is the operation of the synthesizer. Completely different sounds

are avai lable from different sound sources and would increase the

range of avai lable sounds, whereas sound manipulators give some

similarity in the sound produced.

It was decided to use six sound manipulators compared with four sound

sou rces .
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\.2 Appl ication of the Design Approach

\.2.1 Operator Con trol

The re'lationship between the input and óutput of most of the sound

manipulators can be controìled by a voìtage. ln this way the operator

can use a control unit to produce the sound. For example the passband

frequency of the filter can be determined by the positîon of a ìever.

This is to allow real time control over the sound produced.

4,2.2 Diversity

The units are designed to give very different effects on the sound.

The Harmonic Generator and the Frequency Divider add frequency components

which are above and predominantly below the input frequency respectively.

The multipì ier adds frequency components which depend upon two inputs.

The Fi lter and Reverberation units do not add frequency components,

but change those present in very different ways. There is provision

for position control of the signal by determining the ratio of

the ampì itudes in two channels, and this is voltage control led.

Each un¡t ¡s designed to have outputs which are capable of a wide

range of sound. The fi lter has hîgh, low and band pass outputs;

the output of the Frequency Divider preserves components of the

input waveform rather than the uniform square wave of logic circuitry

which is used for the frequency division.
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\.2.3 Predictabil ity

lJhen a synthesizer is used by a, musician ¡t is necessâry for him to

be able to assess its scope and its linlitations, ancl bc ablc [o

achieve an intended resul t. The sound manipulators are des igned

to give predictîble transformations. The effect of a fi I ter on

a sound can be predicted, dnd this allows the musician to

systemmatically use this facil ity. A number of interesting electronic

effects are almost impossible to set uP again. These effects may

depend upon some critical triggering conditions, or perturbations to

a cômpìex oscillatory conditìon. ln each of these sound manipulators

a specific input to output relationship has been achieved.
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4.1 Voì tage Control I ed Fi I ter

A filter is a very useful sound manipulator in a synthesizer. lt
is a powerful technique for modifying sounds, and the effect can

be readi ly appreciated by the musician. The objective is to design

a versatile filter which can be controìled by the musician. The filter
for the synthesizer has high pass, low pass and band pass outputs,

and its transfer characteristics are voltage control led.

4. ¡. t Second Order Fi I ter

t
A f¡lter based on the biquad principle was used in this application.

A simplified circuit of this second order filter and the correspondíng

block diagram are given in diagrams lr.3.n. and 4.3.8. ln general th,is

fí lter has a transfer function of 2 poles and 2 or l.r, ,"ror.2

2
r(s) "2t

*"lt *"o

brt' + brs * bo

where 
^Zr.1,"oU 

O

b2'b'oot o

Diagram 4.3.c shows the high pass, low pass and band pass transfer

functions, the corresponding s plane representations and the Bode

magnitude plots. ln general the zeros can be on the real axis or

complex conjuqates. This ci rcuit is chosen to locate the zeros at

the origin because this gives a more su¡table magnitude response

in the bandpass and high pass filters.



+ + +

h i gh pass

Damping feedback loop

band pass

¡ npu
low pass

I
\o

DIAGRAM 4.¡.n. S¡mpl ified cîrcuit of the second order biquad fi lter.
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Stnp Ut +

high pass output

band pass output

amping feedback loo

DIAGRAM 4.3.8. Control system representation of the second order fi lter.

ìow pass output

1

O
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r (s) SO

2
r(s)

+soß *q, 2

BAND PASS

tnlrl,an

*so,ß+o 2 2 2

jw

S +saß +cr

LOVJ PAS S

S plane representation

jw

Bode m¿q¡ i tude

tnlrl,au

ln w

H I GH PASS

Jw

2

oo

n \¡J

tnlrl,au

Hiqh pass, band pass and low ¡rass transfer funct ions
s pìane represenIations and Sådc magnitucle pìots.

D I/\GRAM II, 3. C
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l+,3.2 Voì tage Control

Voìtage control is used to change tlre position of the poìes. This

movement must suit the musician's requireÌncnts. Diagrarî 4.3. D gives

suitable and unsuitable loci. The suitable locus is such that the damping

factor is rrnch¡nqerl as t.he cutol-l' f rcqtrc'rrcy is clr¡rngccl , Tlrcre is a

second control volLagc for the danrping I'acl-<¡r wlrich can bc conlrollcd

independently of the cutoff frequency.

The transfer functions for the filter of diagram 4.3.4 can be found

using block diagram manipulation. Diagram 4.3.E is used to show

the lov¿ pass transfer function is,

2
cL

r(s)
z 2

S +scrß + 0

where cr and p are gain parameters on the block diagram of 4.3.D

The bandpass output is present at the input to the integrator which

has the low pass output, C(s). lt follows that the bandpass output is

sC(s)/o, Similarly the high pass output ¡s ,2c (r)/o2. The corresponding

transfer functions are;

Bandpass sT (s) sct

2 +saß *cr

2
S

H i gh pas, ,2t (. )
2 2

S +sqß +cr

These polynomial expressions giving the poles and zeros of the transfer

functions illustrate that the desired loci of the poles will be achicved

if the term 'tÌ' is voltage control ìed. Tlris corrcsponds to altering

the gains of both the integrators and resul rs in a Frequency shi tt

without a change in the A of the fi lter. Sini larly rhe damping

2
S
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SU ITABLE LOCUS

(2) * f.

(2")*f

UNSU IT/\BLE LOCUS

(z) *

(r ) --(r) *X

(l',t) 
-J,/

jw

I
)¿

I

x

jw

S plane representation

output vol tage

same overshoot

(1'.)* f

(2;,7 *

output .l tage

o

same envel ope.

(z)

o

x
t

t(I (z)

(r

Step Response

Ga in (db)

(r )

/

/u,

tt

(r)

(r )

Ga i n (db)

,-\

I

lr-- {z)

I

,'(2)
-\

n (*)
\

Bode magn i t ude cl i a q rams .

DIAGRAM lr.3.0. Su¡table ancl unsuital¡lc ìoci [or thc polcs of= the l<¡w

pass f i ltcr a:; tlre I'requcncy corrtroì votìage is clrangccl .

ln(w)

\
\
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cI
S

I
s

a/s

q/s

1 + ußls
n

R

CR

2

n0,

2222

2
r(s)

S *scrß+cr S + 2s6w +

whe re cr

and 2ß
n

r
n n

0braining thc tran:;[er I'r-¡lrction ol' Lhc f iltcr

ln, ln,l t,tlrìltol l,y,,tr,nt lrlor l. .ll.r,¡r,rrrr trr,rni¡rrrl:rt lolt.

1 + o2/(t2 + saß)

+ soß)o2 / (r2

DIAcRAM I+.3.8
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factor or a. depends uPon the coefficient ß1, only

4.3.3 Analog Multipl iers - Feedthr:ough

The coefficients were voì tage control ìed using analog multipl iers.

lhe desirecl frequency range is t03:1, (5 H, to 5lcHz), ancl thc

corresponding ratio of the coefficient cx is also 103:1. The

feedthrough of the XR 2208 analog multiplier is ,1 V, which is

lO-3 times the maximum voltage available at the output of the multiplier.

This means the feedthrough is unacceptable at ìow frequencies, Two

analog multipliers can be used in cascade to extend the frequency

range.

4.3.4 Anaìog Multipl iers 0ffset

The D.C. offset voltage at the output of the analog multiplier is as

high as .14 V, and this is amplified by a factor of 10 by the buffer

associated with the anaìog multipl ier to give an uncompensated

D. C. output offset of 1 .4 V. I n pract i ce the offset adj ustment

can keep this offset to withï¡ *.1 V over the commercial temperature

range of Ooc to 70oc. The ìarge D.C. gain of tlre integrator

(idealìy infinite) means that the D.C. stabilization of the filter

circuit is achieved by tl" action of the main feedback loop of the

fi lter, and no subsiduary loop is required. For smaì I values of the

gain term cr a small voltage at the output of the muìtiplier causes

an unacceptably large output of the integrator.

Diagram 4.3, F shows a suitable D.C. stabi I ization ci rcuit for the

ïntegrator. This bypass arrangement 'al lows a s¡ral I sensitivity in the

output to D.C. offsets present at the input, tvith a snlaìler change

to thc ìow frequency response of the integrator t.han that inlroduced by

¿t sinrpìc rcìsi sLivc shunl..
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G

S stem 1

G

¿--- D.C. offset
corrrperrsation

ou tpu t
ln Ut

v,(s)
()

2G 2G

System 2

i nput

v. (s)

D.C. comPensation
¿)--'--'netvrork wh i ch

extends the frequency
range of the
integration.

G output

o
(s)

Two techn i ques for compensat i on for the D. C.
offset voltage into a partial integrator. For a gi
D.C. gain for the stage, the second system lras an
frequency ranç¡e of integration (see Diagram 4.¡.C.

DIAGRAM 4.1.r.
en
xtendede

)

-t-

+
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The transfer function for the simpìe compensation system, 1, is;

G
T (') o

sC +
1

The general transfer function for the compensation system which gives

the extended frequency range i s;

e

G

r, (s)
2G

sC +2G
G rsc,4e +

G +sC
2 2

e ,(s(4crc1+ \czcz) + 4G'lGr)

ztzcrcz (4cl +G
2)

+ s(4G , + l+GlGzct) + 4G'
,,,2

c

but CZ >>

r, (s) (zc +sC )Hence

2
+S

2
2

,2c 4c c 4G+ 2c
c 2 +4G

G
2

The transfer functîon T,, (s) gives a pole at - Gl/Cj. The transfer function

fr(s) has the same D.C. gain because the total feedback conductance is

G., wi th both systems. However the transfer f unction has two poles

and a zero. By su¡table design the poles can be made coincident on

the real axis. For this case the determinant of the quadratic

equation in s (thc characteristic equation) is zcro.

l-lcn cc

G

r- lrG., c.,

t c12cz

2

(, c., 
2c 

f ,)z

cz

G c

C

1

?,

For CZ >>
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When the poles for system 2 are located together on the real axis

they are at - 2G., I Ît and the zero is at - zc/CZ. These I ocat ions
'-Jq

involve considerably-longer timeconstants than the pole of the fi rst

system as is shown on Dïagram 4.1.C. Th¡s diaç¡ram g'ivcs the

s plane ìocation ol= the singularities and.the corresponding frequency

responses of the two systems.

\.3.5. Control Voìtage to Frequency Relationship

It is necessary to design a nonlinear resistive element to give a

l,ogari thmic reìationship between the frequency control voì tage vc

and the corresponding cutoff frequency of the fi ìter wo. lt is

requi red that;

where k and k are suitabìe constants
2

From the transfer function relationships derived in diagram 4.3.E.

the cutoff frequen.y *o is proportional fo the coefficient o, and in

turn a is proportional to the square ot the control voltage appì ied

to the multipì iers because there are two multipì iers in cascade.

Hence; w ^ = k"y-Z, where v- is the voltage appl iedoJm',m
to the multipl iers which is logarithmical ìy related to the control

voltage v^, ancJ k" is a contant which depends upon the integration- c' J

rate of the integrators in the fi I ter. The optimum operating

range of the voltage to the multipì iers is when this range incìudes

thc rnaxintunr aììowable voltaqe lcvcì oI Fl0 V. lt [ollrxvs lh¡t thcr

nlininlum voì tac¡e ìcvel I'or ¡ [rcqrrcncy r-iìnqc'ol ]03:1 i,; l0 : 10 3

which is.rpproxinrateìy.3 V. Therefore it is ncc('ss¡ry tr¡ clesiqn.r

rlonlltì(:iìr t-('r;istivt: t'lt'ntt'trl wl riclr will litl<t' tllt,<olrlrol volt,r<lr,t-,ìtì!l(.

k
kz'.

e
o

1
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System 1

-Gt /c

System 2

JW

jw

-2c

2
C2

-2G

ideal integrator

System 2

o

o

2

Ga i n (¿¡)

same

D. C.

gain

ln (w)
-c1 /c1

Compar ison of two techn iqrrcs f'or conrp<.rrs¡ t inq the

inlr.cil-¡t()r [<'r- in¡rrrt volt,rt¡t: ol'f.;t,t:;. Tlrr. D.C. g.tirr:,

c¡f- Llrc Lw<¡ r;y,, tclts lt-c e t¡rrir I , y(,1 t lrt: I r-t:qrr.crrcy .r t

wlrlcll Systt'trr .l:'tllI irrtt'r¡t,ttr", ir lolvt.r lltlrr 5ystr-'rrr I

System 1

D r AGRAM 4. ¡. C
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input of +5 V to -5V and conVert it to a logarithmicaìly dependent

voltage with corresponding extrema of 10 t/ and ,l V respectiveìy.

The genera I form of the requ i red rel at i onsh i p i s;

+ k k5lon1ou"
4

where kU and k, are constants which satisfy the following pairs

of vol tage level s.

=-5

m

V-V 10
m c

I Avour/ o*r¡ 
I

the input resistor to the operationaì ampl ifier, and

resistor in the feedback path. ln this case ¡,V is .7 U

constant and equal to l0 ksì by design choice. Hence;

3 and V =+5 Vc m

The circuit of Diagram 4.3.H. gives a nonl inear resistor as the

input resistor to an operâtional ampl ifier. Seven segments are

used. The values of the resistors in these segments can be calculated

knowing that there will be a voìtage drop of .7 V across each

diode during conduction. Table 4.3.4. shows the desi red output

voltages of this circuit, Vm, whích .orr"rOond to the I imits of

each of these seven I inear segments. The required changes to the

output voì tage across each section can then be calculated. The

required incremental resistances of the nonì inear resistor can

then be found knowing that, for an inverting operational.ampì ifier;

I nv, n/ln, n I

where R. is
tn

R-, is the
1-b

and AR-. isïb

lnv. I' ln'
7 x l0 l($¿ / AV

| AV,r,.,,. 
I

AR
tn R

I'b out'
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\1

+

4.7 ka 10 ka

t+.7 k

to
muìtipl iers

V
m

V
c

control

vol tage
i nput

+15v 

-

10 ka

33 kn

1.2kf¿ 1.9kCI 3.1 ka 5.3krì 8.5ke 14.2kf¿

1.8 ka

22 kA ef

I
N)

DIAGRA¡4 4.3.H. Circuit to give the nonìinear transformation between the control voltage V. and

multipìiers Vr, so that a ìogarithmic control voltage to frequency relationship

the vol tage fed to the

is obtained.
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Segmen t
Conduct i ng

Des I red
0utput
Vol tage

.30

.,\,gs

.817

1 .35

2..23

3.67

6.06

1 0.0

Change i n
ou tpu t
voì tage
across
sect i on

.195

.322

,,531

.882

1 .44

2.39

3.9\

Requ i red
incrcnlenta I

res i s [ance
( ka)

35.9

21 .7

13.2

7.9\

4.85

2.93

1.78

Add¡tionaì
res i stance
of sect ion

(t<n)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1\.2

8.5

5.3

3.1

1 .92

1.15

1 .8 (tota I )

TABLE 4.3,A. Caìculation of the resistors required in the nonl inear

resistive element of the circuit of diagram 4.3.H.
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Then the additional resistance for each section is tabulated.

The input to the nonlinear resistor must be from 0 to 5 V, and

the control voltage range is from -5 to +5 V. The required offset

and magnitude change is provided by the first integrated circuit

of Diagram 4.3.H.

4,1 ,e Damp i ng Factor Cont rol

The damping factor is proportional to the coefficient ß in the

transfer function derived in Diagram 4.3.E. l./hen ß = 0 there is

no damping, though the system tends to be stable because the

integrators have D.C. bypass resistors which provide a stabî ì izing

effect. The ranqe of damping factors of O to 1 gives a suitable

variety of filter characteristics.' D¡"ir"rn 4.1.1. gives the

loci of the poles as t,he damping factor is altered, and the

corresponding Bode magnitude pìots of the low pass filter.

The circuit of the Filter is given in Diágram \.3.J
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D¡AGRAM 4.3.J. Circuit for the voltage controlled filter-
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Signal mul tipì ication is a very useful technique for sound manipulation.

ln engineering terms the output frequencies are given by the sum and the

difference of the frequencies present in the sígnal input. tn practice

signal multiplication is a unique way of combining two signaìs in such

a way that characteristìcs of both input sounds are present, yet a

radical ly different sound is produced. The mult¡pl ier can also be

used with control voltages as well as signal voltages.

Commonly avai labìe integrated circuits are suitable-for this appl ication.

The XR 2208 has specifications of t3% linearlty and a bandw¡dth of

8 ¡,tHz at 3 db. This is quite adequate.

These integrated circuit multipl iers were not available when the require-

ment for a multiplier first arose, and s suitable four quadrant multiplier

was designed. This'design uses switching techniques, and may sti ll

have appl ications when suitably refined. The prîncipìe is capabìe of

excellent ìinearity because of the high switching speeds which are now

avai lable, This I inearity is required when detectîng signals of low

level in the presence of large noise components.

3

Two multiplier circuits using the principle of time-division are

given. The fi rst, which uses only three I Ìnear operational ampl ifiers

to achieve fou,r quadrant multipl ication, is bel ieved by the author to

be novel, and is suitable for the synthesizer appl ication. The frequency

of the multipl ication is ì imited to the synthesizer appl ication, but

can be extended readi ly using su¡table fast switching devices. The

second multÌplier circuit is an anaìog computer realization of the

time division mult¡pl ¡er.
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ln the switching mode operational amplifiers have a low slew rate

and a large saturation time which I imits the sw¡tching frequency

to 25 k1z in the case ot the u4741. However the principle of the

multipìier can be refined as shown on the EAI 180 analog computer

real ization.

The circuit of Diagram 4.4,A. shows a voìtâge controlled mark to

spêce oscilìator. There is posit!ve feedback through R, and RU

from the output of the oscillator vor to the noninverting input of

the integrated circuit v*. The inverting input is connected to

the s.ame output voltage through a f irst order lag network, and also

to the controì signal input v.., through R., . The ratio of the

time that the output voltage vo is at the positive raîl to the

time that it is at the negative rail is deternlined by the control

signal input. This reìationship can be determined as fol lows.

The charge on the capacitor during one cycìe is;

T

s. (t) f
0

i (t)dt

where ¡ (t) Ìs the current into the capacitor as shown on diagram 4.4.A.

and T is the time of one cycle

The waveforms corresponding to the circuit of Diagram 4.4.n. are given

in Diagram 4.4.9. l,taveforms of vo(t), ui (t),v_(t) and v*(t) are gÌven.

Separating the components of current
T

(t) T

i nto the capac i tor;
T

q (vo (t ) v-(t) )/n, a, *frr, ,(t) - v-(t))/n,atc
0

where R, i s the res i stance

Rt ìs the resistance

';i1¡ttrrl ltr¡rrrl

0

between the cap.rc i tor arrd

bctween the capacitor and

thc output, and

the controì
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Diagram 4.4.C. gives the sïmpl ified ci rcuit for the switched analog

inverte¡'. When the analog gate in the inverter is short circu¡ted,

v* is at reference potentiaì, and the circuit is a nornal inverting

amplifier. lt has a gain of -1 in this case. The analog switch is a

field effect transistor with a resistance during conduction of

approximately 1004. This is .1% of the 100 kCI resistor between the

input voltage v., and the inverting input, so this resistance

does not introduce a significant error. Tlre common mode currents

to the integrated circuit inputs "å 5OO pA max for the u4741

and this gives an output voltage error under this condition which

corresponds to this current through the two 4.7 t n resistors

connected to the inverting input in paral Iel. The corresponding

voltage error on the ouput is 1mV, and this can be avoided in

precislon applications of the multipl íer by using integratecl

circuits with a lower common mode input currcnt.

\^/hen the analog switch is switched off the resistance of the field

effect transistor is now several orders of magnitude larger than

the 100 kA resistor, Now the inverting input is at the same potential

as the signal input because the current through the 100 kA resistor

is very small. ln this case the input currents to a 7\1 operational

amplifier gives a 20 mV offset at the output. The large gain of

the operational ampl ifier ensures that the.noninvertîng input is

at the same potential as the inverting input, which is the same

as the input signal. No current flows through R' and hence no

current flows through Rr. The stage now has a gain of +1.
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Hence q (t)
T

u¡r(.)/n,at * J

f
0

v.., (t)/n',
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v_ (t) { 1/R1+1/Rr}dt
T

dt+ I
0

T
0

(t) /nc o

vo(t) /arat

2

0

The average value of u_(t), the voltage on the capacitor, over one

cycle is vei'y nearly zero, and also the nett charge into the

capaci tor over one' cycl e i s zero, hence;

0

The output of the operational ampl ifier switches between the

positive raiì voìtage V* and the negative voltage raiì -V+.

Let the time the output is at the positive voltage rail during each

cycle be t(,5 + o), and the time that the output is at the negative

voltage rail be T(.5 - a), where T is the duration of each cycle.

It follows;

-T(.5+a) -r(.s-a) rlf/
J v*/Rrdr + ) -v*/Rrdr = I v.,(t)at
000

Assuming that the input signal has frequency components which are

low compared with the switching frequency, then v,., (t) is approximately

constant during one cycle of the osci I lator. Hence;

VI (r(.5 + o) - T(.5 - o)) = vi1. T/Rl
R

2

l#lcr,

This means that the average value of the output switching waveform

is proportional to the value of the input signaì ui1. This waveform

is now used to operate an analog inverter which lr.rs the second,signal

to be muì tipì ied at i ts input

1



t+t3

Diagram 4.4. D. gives the overal I block diagram of the mul:tipì ier,

and Diagram 4,4.e. gives the circuit dîagranr.

The second signal input v,, is noninverted for T1.5 + o) of each

cycle, and is inverted for T(.5 - o) of each cycìe of the mark to

space osci ì ìator. Since;

R
cr = u¡1

2V+R1

the average value of the voltage output of the inverter can be

found in terms of the two input voìtaEes.

2

(t)(r(.t+"))

(t)l + crv

(t) (r (. i-") )

.5v (t) r + crv (t)r(t )r
out 2 i2

.5v i2 IL ì2 i2

= 2v. rTa

= v¡ I 
(t) . v ,r(t) /u * when R, : R,

A low pass filter is required to fiìter the high frequency components

of the inverter. Although the time delays in the linear operational

ampl ifier I imit the frequency response of this system they do not

introduce errors within the passband. A time lag in the switching

device does not aìter the mark to space ratio which Ìs determined

by the nett charge on the capacitor over each cycle. However

assymmetry in the supply voltages does alter the mark to space ratio

and hence the output. lf the negative rai ì is at a sl ightly

lower voltage than the positive rail the time talcen to supply the

negative charge Ìs ìonger than it would otherwise be, and therefore

the mark to space ratio is changed. A circuit which uses an inverter

to obtain these voltages in conjunction with vol tage conìparators is

shown on Diagram,4.4.f. This was reaì ized on.an EAI 180 analog-

digital computer, and in this case the slew rate oF the integrator

st¡ll limits the frequency rcsponse of the multiplier. The
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original system uses only three integrated ci rcuits and is quite

adequate for the synthesizer appl ication,

\^Jith this type qf multiplier, once the varîabìe mark to space

oscillator is obtained any number of sígnals may be multiplied

with very I lttle additional hardware. This is useful if an appl icat¡on

requires the muìtipl.ication of a number oF signals by one given signal.

The generation of harmonics from a sinusoid is one such application:

The approach is also very vaìuable in appl ication requiring higher

I ineari ty than can be provided by the present analqg mul tipl ier

integrated ci rcuits. Synchronous fi ìters for spectrum analysers

have this type of pequlrement
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\.5 Harmonic Generator

The harmonic generator is designed to add high frequency harrnonic

components to the input signaì. This is achieved using the highly

nonì inear transfer function of diagram 4.5.4. The harmonics added

depend upon the waveform of the input signaì and its amplitude.

An arbi,trarily smal I input signal wi ll have a I inear transfer function

because of smal I signal I inearization, and in this case no harmonics

will be added. A squarewave input will also produce a squarewave

output. Again the harmonic components wi I I remain unchanged, though

the relationship between the input and output signalsrmagnitudes

will vary as the input signaìrs ampìitude is changed.

A triangular input waveform does produce harmonic components in

the output. The dominant harmonic depends upon the magnitude of

the input signal as shown in diagram 4.¡.f.

The transfer function of diagram 4.S.n was real ized using a

transistor to gìve the high gain required for the transitions in

the transfer relationship. 20 transi stors were requ î red to give the

20 transitions as shown in the circuit diagram in diagram 4.5.C-.

\.5,1 Operation of the Harmonic Generator Ci rcuit

The input signal is buffered and sets up a series of 20 voltages

in the voltage divider of series connected 100 CI resistors. These

20 voltages range from + 6 V to - 6 V and are at equal intervaìs.

As the potential of the midpoint of this resistive chain is altered by

the input signal, the transîstors are swi[-checl'on or o1'f . The col lectors

of these transistors control, the current to the differential

operational ampl ifier. l,Jhen the currents on the inverting input
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out

The nonl ïnear transfer function of the
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equals the current on the noninvert¡ng input then the output is

very nearly zero, ln general there is a sì ight offset potentiaì

of these inputs, but this is made small by the 1 kA resistors

shunting the inputs to ground.This means the output of the differential

ampl ifier gives the required input to output relationship.

The value of the resistor combînation in the collector for each

segment can be calculated knowing the currents required at the

input of the differential operational ampì ifier.

lnput

Vo I tage

Requ i red
0u tpu t
Vo I tage

Net t
lnput
Current

uA

.7

-1.9

3.2

-4.5

5.7

-7 .0

8.3

-9.5

10.9

-121

Add¡tional
Current:

i nvert i ng
i nput

uA

2.6

7.7

12.7

17 .B

23.0

input

noninverting
i nput
uA

Total Resistance::i-

i nvert i ng non-
i nvert i ng

.3

o

1.2

1.5

2.1

2.7

3.3

3.9

4.5

5,1

,3

-.9

"t.2

-1.5

2.1

-2.7

3.3

-3.9

\.5

-5.1

7

5.1

10.2

15.3

20.4

580 ka

r90 ka

118 kCI

84 kCI

65 tn

2.1 MA

290 kn

150 ka

98 kn

74 rn

'',15 V is appl ied to th is tota I res istance when the trans istor is

swi tched off.
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The total resistance determines the current to the inverting or

the noninverting input of the differential ampì ifier. This includes

the collector resistor of the transistor as well as the resistor

between the col lector and the inverting or noninverting inputs.

The collector resistor and the series resistor to the virtual earth

can be designed as fol lows.r

Total Res i stance
Requ i red

ka

21 00

580

290

190

150

tlB

9B

7\

65

Col lector
Res i stor

kf¿

Ser i es res i stor
I nvert i ng

kCI

to vi rtual earth.
Non i nve rt i ng

k0

100

100

100

100

t+7

t+7

\7

47

33

33

470

B9

39

33

2000

180

100

\7

39

68

84

The circuit is now given in diagram \,2.C.
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1,5 kQ

100

100 0

100 a

100 a

100 f¿

100f¿

100 f-¿

33kr^¿ +15V
2Lkçt

+15

signal
input

100 n

00kCI

100kf-¿
100r¿

Ir7 a

\7a

100 a
47ka

100 a

100 n

100 0

100 CI

100 fì

-15V
100 a

100 CI

-t^ Ò

l kfì 100 n
kfì

1ka

47oka

1 ksì

output

22|(Q
39kf ¿

+15V

221<t¿ +15V

7l<f ì
+15v22kçt,

lrTkn

22ka 47ka

Bkn

V+l

22kA V+1

0 0

22kn
89kCI
+15v

2zka 1 00k0

kCI

22kn k

47oka

15V

2zka
1 00kCI

2Ma

15V

ô¡¿

470ka
15V

22kç¿ 15V

9

2zkQ r5v

2zka
68 kn
15V

4 7 t<c¿

+1 5V2zkn \lu

22kA +15V

22kn
39kn
15V

33ka
CI

5v+1

DlACRAM,r.5,C. Ci l'cttl I rrl- tlrc lr,¡t-nroni(: (ll'n(\t-.rlot-.



Two refinements

was bu i I t. l^lhen

is odd (where v,
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to the Harmonic Generator became apparent after it

the input to output transfer function vr(vr)

i s the output vol'tage and v., is the i nput vol tage) ,

then the number of transistors may be halved using the circuit of

diagram 4.5.D. The even simpìer arrangement of d iagram 4.5. C

produces the even transfer function where uZ(u1) = u2(-ut), which

i s quite satisfactory for this appl ication.

Although the transfer function is grossly nonl inear, it was found that

the output waveform still had considerable components of the fundamental

frequency of the input signal. This is because for input waveforms

other than the ramp or triangular waveform the transitions are

not at equa'l time intervals. An adjustment for canceì I ing the

input signal was incorporated to emphasize the harmonic content.

Unfortunately this adjustment depends upon'the input signal, however

ît was st¡lì found to be úseful.
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4.6 Revcrberation Unit

An echo occurs when a sound is heard after some time delay. Reverberation

occurs when a nunlber of echos are present but no one echo need be

predominant. usual ly sounds are transmi tted and received in the

presence of objects which give reverberation effects. ln fact,

hearing sounds without reverberation'such as within an anechoic

chamber is quite an unusual experience. Therefore the reverberation

effect is quite important in a music synthesizer.

Reverberation and echos both involve the storing of sound information.

The unit i'nvestigated for the synthesizer was an acoustic delay I ine

which used a loudspeaker and a microphone placed at the ends of

a length of pipe. The transducers contributed an unacceptable

amount of distortion, and the pipe severely attenuated the frequency

components above 1 Kz. lt was decided to use a commercially

avai lable mechanical spring delay I ine.

Electrical means of storing sufficient information have recently become

readily available and at an acceptable price. The number of bits

which would be required can be calculated.

Number of bits per analog sample (1%) = 7

Theoret i ca I mi n imum sampl i ng rate (Shannon)

for a cutoff f requency of '10 kHz = 20 k{z

Practical sanrpl ing ratc = l0 kHz

Duration of the storage of the information = .2 s max

Number of bits required = 7 x 30 x .2 x 103 = \2 k bits
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This amount of digital storage is now available but was prohibitively

expensive when the design was considered. Modern charþe control

devices will be very suitable for this application in the near future.

However at the time the design was finalized it was decided to

use a commerciaì ly avai lable mechanical spring delay ì ine.
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I+.7 Position Control

Composing techniques often requi re a spatiaì cffect. Groups of sounds

can be moved by alterîng their relative amplitudes in two or more

channeìs. lt would be a considcrabìe advantagc ¡1' tlris proccss

couìcl be control ìed by a vol t;rge so that Llrc ap¡tat:cnt ntovcnlent of

the sound could be related to the output of any control unît, or

even a sïgnal.

Consideration was given to presenting the musician with a most

flexible system of voltage controìled attenuators, The front panel

was designed so the position control attenuator system was convenient

to operate and yet give flexibí I ity.

Field effect transistors can be used as inexpensive signal attenuators.

lf the gates of a P channel fieìd effect transistor and an N channel

field effect transistor are connected to the sanìe control voltage, a

given control voltage increment increases the attenuation in one

channel and decreases ¡ t in the othêr. However the relationshi p

between an increment in the gate voltage of a field effect transistor

and thei r smal I signal resistances vary widely. I t is possible to

choose field effect transistors from a large number so that they have

similar characteristîcs. However the use of selected components makes

the maintainence of the device very difficult. An alternative

approach is to provide adjustments to give a ì inear transposition

of the controì vol tage:

ga te kt vcorrtroì + l'2

where k., and k, are constants whïch depend upon the

arl irrstllrcnls ol' tlrt' I r-irrr ¡rolr,tìt iorìtt,te t-:;
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The source to drain resistance of the field effect transistors

depends upon the voltage between the source and the draÌn as well

as the gate voltage. This nonl inearity means th.at the voìtage across

the fieìd effect transistor should be minimized so as to minimize

the distortion products. The extremeìy large signal power gain of

linear operational amplifiers can be used to make this signal voltage

smal'l . A vol tage ga i n of 100 is used so that the s ignal vol tage

across the field effect transÎstor is 50 mV or less. Even larger

gains could have been used with A.C. coupl ing, However with D.C.

coupling the input current and voltage offsets of the operatîonal

ampl ifier become ïmportant. D.C. coupl ing has the advantage that there

is no low frequency I imitation of the attenuator system.

The field effect transistor can be used to shunt the signaì, or in series

to form an open circuit, The series connection iswith the signal

more suitabìe for this appl ication. The resi stance of the field

effect transistor is extremely ìarge (in excess of 109 n) whereas

the resistance when conducting is typically 100 CI. lt is important

that there is very littìe feedthrough the attenuator when ¡t is

blocking the signal ; even with 60 db ol' attenuation detectabìe

signal components are stil I present, and this significantìy detracts from

the usefulness of the attenuator. The off resistance of the field

effect transistor is so large that'the required attenuation can be

achÌeved if the series connection îs used.
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The position controìler has four signal ¡nputs and two signal outputs.

Two attenuator pairs are connected to two control voltages. This

allows [ndependent control of two sounds. The position of these

sounds could be determÌned by touching a keyboard, or by using a

lever, Each of the four attenuators can be used independcntly.

ln this case, as one sound is reduced in onc channcl, another sound

increases in the other. There is a 4 x 4 signal switching matrix

provided with the positîon controller to give this flexibi I ity.

The circuit of the position control ler is given in diagram \-7,A
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4.8 Frequency Divider

4,8.1 Frequency components produced by nonl inear circuits.

Frequency conrponents introduccd by anrpì itude cl isl-ortion tencl to be

higher than those in the inpur signal. The objecI of the Frequency

Divider sound manipulator is to provîde frequency components which are

submultiples of the input frequencies. The Harmonic Generator (4.5.)

unît uses a grossly nonl inear transfer function to produce predominantly

high frequency components. lf the input sign.al to a nonl inear

system is periodic, and there is a conservative nonl inear relatîonship

between the input voìtage, then the frequency components introduced by

the nonl inear eìement must be multiples of the fundamental input

frequency. This is because aì ì the sinusoîdal components in the output

signal must be periodic in the same peroiri as the input signal. ln

some special cases the harmonic components present at the input can

actual ly be reduced. This is the case when a triangular waveform

is applied to a sïnewave shaper circuit. As a general rule, however,

nonl inear circuits increase the harmonic content.

V/hen a number of frequency components are present at the input of

a nonì inear element intermodulation of the frequency components

occurs. This produces the sum and the difference frequencìes of the

i nput s ì nuso ida I components, and the output can conta i n frequency

components-which are lower than any input frequency. However these

frequency components predominate only with specìal combinations of

input siqnals ancl nonì incar functions. Thc ob,icct,ivc r¡l' tllc

Frcqttct.tcy Diviclcr sorrnd nraniJrrrìaLor is lo l)r()virlt. c<ln:, irlrlrablc corrr¡ronc:nLs

of submultiple f requencics for aìnrost al I inpul lv.rvctornls. lt toì ìows ¡..!

l-hat a con:;crv¡lLivt: r-i:ì¡t.ion:;lri¡l l;t-.fwc()n tlrc: irr¡rrrt voìtir<¡t:;-rn<l tllc 
.

ott[¡rtrt volt,rgc' contrl/.,/.
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does not suit the design objectives of the Frequency DÌvider unit.

4.8,2 Use of Memory with the Frequency Divider.

The submultipìe frequency components can be produced using a memory

eìement such as a fl ip-flop. Digital division provides ìarge components

of submult¡pìe frequencies. However the output ol'these division

circuits is a square wave of constant ampl itude. For a nlusical r

synthesizer this sound would rapidly become very monotonous; the

harmonic components would never change and the ampl itude would

also be fixed. The design requî rements of the sound manipulator

dictate that many sounds should be avai lable, and that these sounds

should relate to the input sound in a useable way. This would aìlow

the musician to use the sound manipulator creatively. Wi th the Frequency

Divider unit these requirements are realized by using the digitaì signal,

which is a submultiple of the input frequency, to invert the original

input signal. lf the digital signal is at logic r1 I the input signal

remains unchanged at the output, but is the digital signal is at

logic r0r then the input signaì is inverted. This means the ampl itude

of the input signal determínes the amplitude of the output, and that

input signals with fewer harmonic components give outputs with fewer

harmonic components, though some harmonic components are always

added.

4,8.3 Effect of the Frequency Divider in the time domain.

The Frequency Divider unit has independent provision for division by

2, 3, and by 4. The corresponding outpr-rt signals can bc combined

independently. For a sinusoidal input the time wavel=orms

of Diagram 4.8.4. are obtaincd,
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4.8.4 Frequency Domain Representation for periodic sÌgnals.

Sïnce 2R"lz, ln"lz, I = 
^"lzrz2+zl2"l

it foìlows that for t;o periodic signals, 
,,n

n(t) = R.l { "n"j*nt ¡ and B (t) : R.l e b',eJwnrt 
¡

nnì
the product,

2 A(t) . e(t) *.1á { J +w )t
m' { -J

)t
m'a +

tf A(t) is the periodic input signal to the Frequency Divider unit

and B(t) is the squarewave of submultipìe frequency of the funclamental

component of A(t), then the resulting frequency spectrum can be found

as shown in Diagram 4.8.9. Subharmonic components of A(t) are Present

with frequencies and magnitudes which depend upon the magnitude of

the harmonic components in the input signal, n(t). This frequency

domain representation of the signal multiplication can be used

to show that the characteristics of the input signaì is preserved

by the Frequency Divider unit.

b
mmn

a
n

n

mnm

eb e n

n

The block diagram and the ci rcuit

unit are given in Diagrams 4.8.C,

diagram of the Frequency Divider

and 4 .8. D. respect i ve I y.
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\.8,1 Notes on the circuit design.

I t was found that a 1 5 mV of f set on the compa rato r-s l^/as necessa ry

to stop high frequency triggering of the comparator when no signal

was present at its input (exce¡rt for very ìow levcì noise components).

0therwise this rapid switching of the comparator output ted through

to the anaìog section to some noticeable effect.

The two voltage summers are each fed by components of the four signals

(input 2+2,+3, and :4), and the amplitude of each component can be

adjusted independently. The field effect transistor attenuator Îs

arranged so that as one ampl itude level increases the other fal ls.

This is achieved using an N channel FET in one output, and a P channel

FET ¡n the other, This means that if the outputsare added on the signal

switching matrix (Cn Z.), the controì voltage can be used to change from

one combination of the outputs to the other.

4.8.8 Operation of the Frequency Divider.

trlith each of the 2, 3, and the 4 sectÌons in use the outputrs

fundamental frequency is 1/12th of the fundamental frequency of the

input. This component gives a very distinctacoustic effect.

All the sound manipulators can be used to produce a control voltage.

They could be used in conj.unction with a signal source and a control

unît. The effect of the frequency divider in a controì voìtage differs

considerably from otherwise available units, and actain this difference

is reflected in the corrcsponding souncl which.is ¡rrodtrccd.
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NOTIS FOR CHAPTER 4

See references 24 and 25 for the presentatlgn of the

Bi quad Fi I ter pr i nci ple.

The technique of analysis used for the fi lter is from

control system theory. This is given' in references 14

and 26.

This multipl ier principle is outl ined for termionic valves

in reference 26 p 5.16.

3
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CHAPTER 5 CONTROL UNITS

5.1 fntroduction

The function of a control unit is to relate a physicaì operation

to a control voìtage which in turn determines the sound output. The

synthesizer is designed so the operator has access to a large number

of sounds and, further, the operator is monitoring the sound as he

is selecting i t. Therefore the physical operêtions must occur at

the same time as the sound itself. This means the control voltages

must convenientìy relate to the physical operations so that in turn

the sound parameters can be conveniently related to the physical

operations. lt also follows that the controlìers shouìd use as

many aspects of the operatorts movement as practicable. An example

of this design approach occurs with the Lever Control ler. lnstead of

having one rotating potentiometer and therefore only one control

voìtage output, three can be arranged orthoginal ly to give three

inclependent control voltages. Another exampìe occurs with the

Binary Keyboard. This keyboard is sensitive to pressure as well as

to which combination of notes is depressed. The advantage of the

corresponding ability to control anrplitude using pressure is ilìustrated

by the piano-forte.

The reìationship between the physical movement of the operator and

the corresponding control voltage is chosen so that a given change

in posi tion gives a given change i n the control vol tage. Thi s

minimizes the effccts of noise ancl of fset errors. Thc sound paranreters

are then related to the control voltage in a way which suits the ear.

Frequency and ampìitudes are logarithmicaììy relatecl. The output

lmpedance of the voì tage f rorn cach control un i t is ìow, and these
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are combined using the control voltage switching matrix so that the

total of the input voltages is obtained. This ensures a given

control voltage is not changed when an additional control voltage

is added, so that the control unit need not be readjusted as

additional units are switched in. lt also means care must be taken

to avoid overloads of the control voltages.

The range of the control voltage output can be adjusted. lt follows

the sensitivity of the voltage variation to the physical movement

can be chosen also.

Estabì ished keyboard instruments dupl icate sound sources for

each note, thereby al ìowing simultaneous operation of the keys.

Although simultaneous operation of the keys of an electronic organ

is provided, if is not avialable with this type of music synthesizer,

V/ith music synthesizers one sound source or group of sound sources

is controlled by one controì voltage, and a single control voìtage

cannot provide independent and simultaneous control of more than one

sound source. However combinations of the keys of a keyboard

can sti I I be used to give more flexible control. An unnecessary

restriction appl ies to the keyboard of the Moog synthesizer; only

the lowest key depressed affects the control voltage. Thîs means

that simultaneous control by the other fingers is not used. With

the Conventional Keyboard unit, a more convenient electrical circuit

which uses only one switch per note gives a voltage average when

more than one key is depressed. This means that semitones and other

smaì ì frequency increments are avai lable wi thout additional complexity.

A more flexible Binary Keyboard was designed tg Sive voìtage sums

as well as averages. \^Jhen the control voìtage is logar-ithmically

rel ated to an ogc i I I ator f reqrrency, add i ng a ç¡ iven voì tage increment
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corresponds to increasing the frequency by a constant interval or

frequency ratio. Simi larly, averaging the control voì tage gives the

geometric mean ofi the corresponding frequencies. The Binary Keyboard

provides both averaging and adding of the control voltages when more

than one key is depressed. This means 1027 = 210 - 1 controì

voltage ìevels are obtained using only 10 keys. Also, being physical ly

smaller than the conventional keyboard, it is more convenient to

obtain a control voltage from the appl ì.ed pressure.

A Lever Controller was used to obtain analog control and hence

sounds differing in character from the discrete levels of the

keyboard controìlers. The lever. has three simultaneous outputs,

and this is an extension of the slider controìler of the Moog

synthes izer.

Vlith the Resistance Board Controlìer a board of resîstance paper

was made to give voltage outputs which varied with position. lt

is possible to choose the shape of the resistance paper so that

a variety of potential gradients are available. Also, signal

voltage can be superimposed at various places so that the corresponding

sound outputs have different characteristics.

A Foot Controller was designed to begin to use other limbs. The

feet of the operator are used to considerable advantage with some

establ ished musical instruments such as the orggn, piano-forte and

d rums .

The control unit should obtain control voltâges from any convenient

source. This is i I ìustrated by the Sound to V:ltage unit. This has

output voìtages which are functions of the freurqnec.y and ampl itude

of an input signal. Ths input signal could then be from any source.
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lf the input signaì is from a microphone the training of the voice

could be used to control the parameters of the sound produced by the

synthesizer. gnce the control voltage is obtained the relationships

between the ìnput signalrs atnplitude and trequency to the output

signal rs charactåri stics are very flexible.

A Control Voltage Manipulator was made to provide the differential

and the integral of the control voltage. These are combined in

adjustable amounts with the origional control vol tage.

These seven units are now discussed in detai l. The averaging and

the summation of the control voltage on the Binary Keyboard, the

ìever controller with three degrees of freedom, the sound to voltage

unit and the signal injection of the resistance board con.troì ler

and the control voltage manipulator are believed to be novel.

I
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5.2 Conventional Keyboard

The conventional keyboard of a piano is a very widely used method

of selecting musical sounds. lt has many notes, and in most

instruments which use this keyboard more than one note can be

played at one time, This means the mechanisnl for producing the

sound must be dupl icated many times, and this does not su¡t

the synthesizer appl ication,

The sound sources of a synthesizer do not produce more than one

note at the same time and need only one control voltage to

select frequency. The conventional keyboard used has 61 keys

and this means any method of sensing the applied pressure would have

to be duplicated nr.rny times. Therefore only one control voltage

is provided by this control unit.

The circuit of the conventional keyboard is given in Diagram

5,2,A, The circuit is arrangecl so that there is a constant

vol tage interval between success i ve keys. The vol tage Ievel s

of both of the extreme keys are both independently adjustable.

Combinations of keys are used; if more than one key is depressed

then the average vol tage i s obta i ned. Th i s means i ntermed iate

frequencies such as semitones are available to the musician.

The circuit requires only one switch per key, and a portomento

control is provided. The portomento control corresponds to a

f irst orcler lag in the control voltage,and thc stcady s'tate

control voltage is approached with a significant timeconstant.

Tl-rc nc t.ho<l clfl ncl-l trs t:nrt'n t o I t.lrr: vol l-lqc ì r:ve'l ', corr(-':;frotr<l i ttr¡ t.o

each of the keys illusIraLcs ar] intcrcsIin5¡ as¡rtrcI o'[ cotrtroì

unit dcsign, Th obrain inr.lcpcndent control oI cach kcy i t is
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necessary to provide an indenendent means of adjustment. For

instance the increments on the keyboard of the Moog synthesizer

can be adjusted independentlyr but to do this ¡t is necessary

to provide a potentiometer for each key. This larç¡e number of

potentiometers is both expensive and di Ff ictrì t- [o set up. Even

sor in the case of the Moog synthesizer the vollage levels which

corfespond to success¡ve keys must be in monatonic order. To

enable independent control of the voltage from each key it would

be necessary to have higher quaì ity potentiometers so they

could be adjusted more accurately. lf there are few controls

for setting up the control unit then the unit cannot be used

flexibly.
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5.3 Binary Keyboard

The Binary Keyboard is designed specifical ly for the music synthesizer.

It has only 10 keys which is a much smaller number than the 8l keys

of a conventional keyboard. However the conventional keyboard

was designed for instruments which allowed notes to be sounded

simultaneously, a characteristic which is not easi ly obtained

with eìectronic instruments. An electronic organ, which has a very

different design basis from a synthes lzer, requi res the provision

of individual notes for each of the keys. This represents a large

investment. The use of voltage control in a sound synthesizer makes

the simultaneous provision of notes even more d¡ff¡cul t. Each

voltage control led oscil lator has onìy one independent output.

Many conventional musical instruments can only provide one note

at a time. This is true of a trumpet. The trumpet is an example

of an established musical instrum"na *h"." a few keys are used to

choose between many frequencies. This is possible because the

keys which determine the frequency of the trumpet operate so that

combinations are important. The Binary Keyboard was designed to

obtain this characteristic in a control unit for a synthesizer.

l,/hen any one of the 10 keys of the Binary Keyboard is operated

a control voltage is obtained which is independently controlled

by a potentiometer on the front panel of the unit. Ten separate

potentiometers on the front panel provide thi.s control. The keyboard

is designed so that lvhen two or more notes are operated simultaneously

either the average voltage is provided or the sum of the voltages is

provided, depending on a selector switch. ln the case of an

oscillator there is a logarithmic relationship between the oscillatorts
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frequency and the controì voltage. Therefore adding a given control

voltage means the frequency of the oscillator is increased by a

given increment. Similarly, averaging two voltages rneans the

frequency obtained is the geometric mean of the origîonal frequencies.

The keyboard control is arranged so that 4 keys can operate

in either the summing or averaging mode, and the remaining 6 keys

can be independently set to either the summing or averagÌng mode.

ln this way the keyboard can be used to obtain large frequency

translations as wel I as very smal I changes.

The detection of the operation of a key was made using the change

in electrical resistance between two insulated copper strìps as it

is touched. The copper strips were made using printed circuit

board, lt was found that the on resistance varied between wide

limits and in some cases exceeded 1 Mn. Éurthermore it was found

the 50 Hz pulses were present because of electric fields from the

mains supply. The final method used to detect the actuation of

a key was to use a f ieìd ef fect transistor" in conjunction with a

comparator, The field effect transistor provided extremely high

input impedences, and the TTL output of the comparator provided

immunity to the 50 Hz pickup, \^lhen capacitively loaded the output

will charge quickly but wiìl discharge relativeìy slowly. lf the

discharge t¡me is made to exceed 20 ms then pulscs at 50 Hz will

sustain the correct output. lt was found that there were three or

so pulses unti I a fi rmer electricaì contact was made.

A second design requirement arises when no l<ey is actuated. lt the

control vol tagc wcre always [o ref urn to thc sanlc datr-rnr ìcvcl the

controì level would soon give a very monotolrous sound. l'he

aìternative is to hold the last voìtage before the l<ey was released.
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This is relatively simple to achieve when only one note is depressed,

l¡Jhen two or more notcs are relcased sinluì taneously i t would be

desired that the combined note is sustained. In practice one note

will be released momentarily before the other and a rapid electronic

system wil I adopt the last key to be released, even lf the addltlonal

time is only a few milliseconds, lt is necessary to decide

how much longer one note must be held than another so that the stores

control voltage corresponds to that individual note rather than the

combination. The value used was .2 seconds. lf two keys are

released br¡thin .2 seconds than the sustained control voltage will

correspond to the combination of the notes. lf the time interval

is greater than .2 seconds then the effect of the previous key will

be discarded

It was found that a cligital memory store b,as more suitable than

an analog syst.m.I This is because of its intrinsic long term stability

and the fact that only 10 bits of information are required.

The technique used to obtain this required memory and delay

characteristics is given in the ci rcuit of Diagram 5.3,4.

This circuit is such that the control voltage adjusts rapidly

to the release of the key. lt the re¡naining keys are then released

within .2 seconds then the control voltage will then return to that

of the origional combination. ln this way a rapid response to the

operation of the keys is obtained, yet al lowance is nracle for the

sl ight errors when trying to release keys slmultaneousìy.

The'analog section of the circuit diagram is given in Diagram 5.3.8.
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Notes on the voltages in the circu¡t of Diagram 5.3.C.

(r)

Logic 'l when the key

Logic 0 when the key

i s actuated

i s not actuated

(z)

Logic 0 when the key

Logic 1 when the key

The 0 -+ 1 transition

The 1 +0 transition

i s actuated

i s not actuated

is slow ( zo ms)

i s fast.

(r)

Logic 1 when the control

Logic 0 when the control

voltage for the key

voltage for the key

i s actuated

is not actuated

(4)

Logic 0 when the control voltage for the key is actuated

Logic 1 when the control voltage for the key is not actuated

with a .2 second delay for the 0 + 1 transition.

(l)

Logic 0 to hold the control voltage

Logic 1 to not hold the control voltage

(6 )

Log i c 0 when any key has been

Logic 1 when no key has been

actuated within

act i vated wi th i n

the last 20 ms

the last 20 ms.
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The pressure information from the Binary Keyboard is obtained

using a pressure transducer which responds to very I ight pressures.

Conventional transducers such as strain gauge,s were found to be far

too insensi tive. However Dynacon C variable resi stance materiaì

is a pressure conductive polymer. The mechanical arrangement is

given in Diagram 5.3.C., and it can be seen that an area of

4 cm by B cm was used under the 10 keys of the Binary keyboard.

ln this case the resistance to force relationship is as given

on Dîagram 5.3.þ. The specification sheets of the material are

given in appendix 1. The circuit diagram to obtain a control voltage

which depends on pressure is given ìn Diagram 5.3.8.
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5,1+ Lever Controller

I^r¡th this controller the controì voltage changes continuously with its

physicaì movement, This is not true of the keyboards where the control

voì tage changes from one d i screte vol tage I eveì to another. Thi s

means the sounds produced by this controìlcr llavc cllaracIeristics

which are distinct from those produced by the keyboards,even when the same

sound sources are used.

U/¡th this controller a lever is attached to three orthogonal potentiometers

as shown on Diagram 5.4.4. These provide three independent control

voltage outputs, ThÎs is an extension of the sl ider potentiometer of

the Moog synthesizer whÌch has only one voltage output. hlith both systems

the controì voìtage is held constant when the hand is reìeased, but in the

case of the ìever controller this is achieved by mechanical friction

rather than an electrical circuit. This 'means the oeprator can release

the Lever Controìler and then move it agaìn without a discrete jump.

This is not so with the electrical hold system of the slider controller

because ¡t is impossible to tell exactly where the controìler was

last touched. lt does mean, though, the slider controller oF the Moog

synthesizer can provide both discrete jumps. and a continuous control voltage

The lever controller is similar to controlling systems which are used in

very different appl ications. One example is the joystick of an ai rcraft.

This simi larity i I lustrates that many appl ications have an identical

requirement; to control a process by a physical oepration. Although there

are also very different requirements arising out of factors such as

reliability and l'atigue, tlrc sinrilarity docs iìlrrstratcr ¡ rrsctuì

engineering way of lookinq at a nlusical insl:rtrnrcnt.

The circuit to providc thc r.-rnqe and thc c¡l'Isct controì for t.hc voì ta1¡c

f-ol' tlltr lr,Vt't' r:olrtr'ollt't- i', r¡ivt'n ilr I)i,l'lt'(lu ¡i,ll ,ll .

&-
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5.5 Foot Control I er

A foot controìler was designed to utilize other limbs. The ability to

use the foot to control sound is imporfant with many established musical

instruments such as the piano-forte and organs. The mechanical

arrangement is shown in Diagram 5.5.4. and the electrical circuit
of Diagram 5,4.g. is suitable to provide the range and the of,fset

vo ì tages .
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5.6 RESISTANCE BOARD CONTROLLER

The conventional and binary keyboards (sections 5.2 ancl 5.3) give

discrete jumps in the control voltage. The ìever control ìer and

the foot control I er g i ve cont i nuous changes. The Res i stance Board

Control ler is designed to give intermediate characterists; both

discrete and continuous 'èhanges can be obtained on the

same control ler.

A probe is used to touch resistance paper which has a steady

vol tage set up across ¡ t. The d i str i but i on of the el ectr i c

field on the pêper depends upon the geometry of the paper.

The paper can be cut to give various distributions, the

thinner sections having the greatest potential gradients.

Another way of increasing the flexibi ì ity of the controì ler

is to introduce signal inputs into the Paperrs potential

dirstibution. The use of magnets means the geometry of the

Resistance Board Control ler can be altered very conveniently.

The mechanical arrangement and the buffer of the resistance

board controller are shown in Diagram 5,6.A.

üK
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5.7 Sound to Voltage Unit

5.7.1 Design Concept of the Souncl to Voltage Unit

This unit illustrates the flexibility eìectronic techniques

can provide in a sound synthesizer to controì the sound produced.

The generation and chan$ing of signals by the synthesizer is

controlled by voltages. ln turn these controì voltages can be

from any suitable source. The sound to voltage unit is unique

in that it produces controì voltages from the ampl itude and

from the frequency of any input signal. lf the voice is used as

the source of such an input signal its extensive training can be

uti I ized in ways which are not possible with conventional means

of control I ing musïcal instruments. The ampl itude of the voice

can be used to control the amplitude of ciuite dissimilar sounds:

its frequency range can be translated, expanded, or even inverted.

5,7,2 The Ampl itude Section of the Sound to Voìtage Unit

The objective of this section is to provide a control voltage from

the amplitude of an input signal. This can be achieved using a

precision full wave rectifier which is followed by a low pass

filter. Such a system is iì lustrated in Diagram 5.7.A,, and

typical waveforms for this system are given in Diagram 5.7.8.

The average value of the magnitude of the voltage ìeveì is used

to give the controì voltage. This means a squaie wave o[ one

volt peak wilì have the same voltage output as a sinewave with

an ampl itucle of r/2 volt peak. The subjectivc assessmcnt of the

anrpl itudes of these two siç1nals would bc that thc anpì itu<le of thc

square wave is much greater lrccause ol' its harnlon ic cornponcnts.
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SQUARE INPUT
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D IAGRAM 5,7 .B .
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Sinrilarly a wavcform approaching a train of inrpulses with the same

control vo l tage output would be judged louder again. The eFfect

of the harnrotric components on the subjective assessment of the

ampìitude can be allowed for by pass¡ng the input si-gnal through

a tone control system which can be used to accentuate the

frequency components of the waveform.

The ripple components from the signal rectifier is filtered using

a third order low pass Butterworth filter which has a cutoff

frequency of 5 Hz. This filtered output Ìs passed through a

diode function generator to achieve an apProximately logarithmic

relationship between the output voltage and the ampl itude of the

input signal.

Diagram 5.7 .C. gi ves the complete block d iagram of the ampl i tude

section of the sound to voltage unit, and the circuit is given

in d iagram 5.7 .D

5.7,3. The Frequency Section of the Sound to Voltage Unit'

The objective of the frequency section of the sound to voltage unit

is to obtain a controì voltage which Ìs proportional to the

logarithm of an input frequency. ln this way doubl ing the

input frequency increases the output controì voltage by a fixed

vol tage increnent, and this complements the frequency characteristics

of the sound sources.

A simpìe system to give this characteristic is outlined in Diagram 5.7.E.

A zero crossing detector operates an integrator. The average

output from the integrator is passed through a low pass filter and
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then a diode function generator is used to give a logarithmic

f requency to volrtage repationshîp. This simpìe system requires

several requirements. The rat¡o of the input frequencies is
L1 : l0', and with this simple system the integration rate is

constant. This rneans the average voìtage fr:onl the integrator is

also in the ratio of 1 : I04. Since the maximurn average voìtage

is 5 V, the highest frequency will give an average voltage of

.5 mV. At this voltage level offset voltages are significant.

It is possible to avoid using such ìow voltage leveìs and at the

same time perform the logarithmic frequency to voltage transformation.

This approach uses a number of exponentiaì terms of differing

timeconstants. This design concept is also used in the

Anaìog Frequency Standard (6.2) The object i ve of thi s

approach is to use the fact that althouglí the frequency ratio

is greater than 1 : 104, never does the logarithmical ìy reìated

control voltage exceed 1 : 102. Therefore the desired output

voltage wîll not be subjected to errors from voltage offsets if

it is generated directly. This design concept provides a basis for

many usefuì appl ications including medium accuracy frequency meters

(as described in section 6.2.), and oscil lators.

The bìock diagram of the frequency section of the sound to voìtage unit

is given in Diagram 5.7.F. The input signal is divided by 2.

This is because the input siqnaìs wil l, in gener.al, have unequaì

mark to space rat ios; the t ime the wavcl=orm is pos i t ivc wi ì ì

differ f rom the tinre the wavcform is ncAativc. Thc divis iorr by

two ensures that the inteÉvaì s whiclr arc usccl. to opcratc the R.C. l.rg

circuits cqual one conrpletc l)rìricld of thc input siqn¡l il' thc input

signal is periodic and does not have nrultiplc zcro crossings.
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The exponential voìtage across the capacitors in the R.C. sections

are shown in diagram 5.7.G. The desired logarithmic period to

voltage relationship is shown in the same diagram for comparison.

It is des ired that the averas;e va lue o1' Ihe sr¡nr:;, ol' thcse vo lt.lges

on the R.C. sections approxintates the logarithnric relationship.

The objective is to choose the best values of the timeconstants

and asymptotic voltages to achieve the best approximation.

The characteristice of the two waveforms differ at extreme values of

tÌme. As time approaches zero the logarithmic reìationship approaches

rninus inf inity whilst the exponential curves approach zeio.

As tÌme approaches infinity the logarithmic reìationship

also approaches infinity whi lst the exponential approaches a steady

state value. lt can be seen however that for întermediate times

the two curves are of a similar form. The objcctive is to

choose a series of exponential curves so that their sum is an

optimum approximation to the logarithmic relationship over a

g i ven frequency range.

There are two parameters of each exponentia.l curve which must

be determîned to give thís approximation to the logarithmic

relationship. These are the steady state voì tage, Vrr, whi ch

the voltage across the capacitor wilì asymptote to as the time

interval approaches infinity, and the timeconstant, T. For the charging

RC circuit of diagram 5.7.H:

v(t) = v^^ (1 - e-tlT) where v(t) is the vol tage across
SS

capacitor at t'ime I after

voì tage was reset to zero.

the

the



Vol tage across
the capacitor in each
RC sectïon as shown in
Diagram 5.7.H.

-t /T

SS

u (t) (r e
SS

V

and T

is the steady
state vol tage

is the timeconstant

V

.1

t, the time after v(t)=O

Duration of each
input signal cycle

Tvo (T) = k., ln (T) * kz

vo(r) is the desired output voltage and

kl and k, are constants.

D TAGRA¡1 5.7 .G The exponential voltage across the capccitors in the RC sections of Diagram 5.7.F.
The desired logarithmic reìationship is also shown. \-rI
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v(t) = V

-t/T ), where vlt) = 0 at t = 0.
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The simple RC circuit used to obtain the voìtagê function v(T) where T depends upon the time

the circuit is aìlowed to charge to the setady state voltage leveì, Vrr'
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The average voltage which is present at the output of the ìow pass

fiìter which has the periodic input voltage with this waveform

can be found for the case when the capacitor is shunted by the

analog gate for a period T which depends upon the input frequency

and for an equal interval, T, the capacitor is aì lowed to

charge toward the steady state voltage Vrr.

v (t) ¿t where v (r) is the average voìtage.
AV

T

-t/T
v(1 e )dt

T

v (r)
AV

l_

2T

T

21

f
0

I
0

1

t

ln(r) +

-tlTl T

0
Te

2T

(r

The desired relationship is:

T
î+[

-T /T l:e

ud (r

equat ion rfor

case of the

k, where vO

vo I tage

(r) is the

and k., and

outpu t

constants

k des i red

arekz

The constants k'' and k, are arbitrary at this stage, and can be

chosen to sui t the intrinsic characteri stics of the exponential

functions. A I inear voltage transposition can be made once the

ìogarithmical ìy dependent voltage is obtaincd.

The v (r)
AV

<liffers f rom the equation:which

Frequency Stanelarcl (6.2), but

artses

the techn iquein the Ana I og
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which was used to solve for the optimum approximation is suitable for

bot.h appl ications

The desired relationship can be expressed as:

vo (r) +

u is a variable introduced so that:

avo (r)
k a constant.

k1u k, where ln (T), ie T = euu

-T /1 _T /T
e

du

ln this way the search for suitable parameters in the empirical

relationship reduces to a search for parameters which give the

best approximatïon to a constant value. For the empi rital relationship,

dv (r)
AV

e )

dT

It fol lows:

dv u T
AV

u
du e

A small computer program u/as run to find the shape of the function

dvav(¡) as a function of u for a single RC section. The shape of
du

this curve is given in Diagram 5.7.1, for the normalized case when

T = 1 and V = 1. A consequence of this transformation of the

frequency variable to u is that this basic trapeziodal shape is

unaìtered as the timeconstant or the steacJy state voltage is altered

lncreasing the timeconstant gives a shift in tlrc curve, and an

increase in the steady state asyrnptotic vol Laclc v increases

u

{

e
T

) V

2
e



(see text)

traPezoi dal aPProximat ion
3

2

/0 U

2_L -1 0

\¡
I

c
AV

(
DIAGRAM 5.7.1. Pìot of dv

du

u as a function of u. (see text)
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the magni tude of the trapezoid in proportion. Knowing these properties

the trapezoids can be combined so their sum gives a constant which

corresponds to the logari'thmic relationship. lt can be seen that

the trapezoids of equaì spacing and of equal maç¡nitr.rde wil ì give the

best approximation to a constant. This corresponds to R.c. sections

which have timeconstants which are in equal ratios to give the

shift of the functîon of u by a constant increment to the right.

ln order to obtain the constant magnitude of the function of u

the asymptotic voltage is held constant. This is shown in Diagram 5.7.J,

It may be thought that the more R.c. stages for a given frequency

ratio the better the approximation. The use of trapezoids shows that

this is not necessarí ly the case. A computer program caìculated the

error of the logarithmic approximation as a function of the ratio

of thesuccessive timeconstants. The graph of DÌagram 5.7.K. shows that the

error is !.\2"/" for successive ratios of 3.9 in the timeconstants

of each RC section. lf the trapezoids are put closer together than

this then there is more error in the approximation as well as more

hardware requíred. lt is possible to use exactly twice or three times

this optimum ratio to further reduce the error however.

A direct application of this principle is the measurement of frequency.

A moving coil voltmeter on the buffered output of the RC stages wouìd

give a logarithmic scaìe for frequency. Frequency division

of the input signal would give a very versati le instrument.

The circuit of thc frequency scction is given in Diagranr !./.L
to Diagram 5.7,N,
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D TAGRAM 5 .7 .K The percentage variation of the function dv"u(u) about its mean value as a function of the
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5.8 Control Voltage Manípulator

The control voltage manipulator takes advantage'of the design

phi losophy oF the music synthesizer by using thc control voltage

to change the relationsh.ip between the operatorrs physical

movements and the corresponding sound of the synthesizer.

The manipulator provides integral , di fferential and proportional

components of the input control voìt"age, and ¡t s¡mpìy a tone

control system with very low cutoff frequencies, The circuit

díagram of the control voltage manipulator: i s given in Diagram 5,8.A.
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NOTES FOR CHAPTER 5

Analog storage tachniques have improved conslderably ln recent

years. Voltage followers such as the LH 0033 have typical input

bias currents of 1 nA maximum. See reference 19.

ln this appl ication the digi tal storage technique is

sti ì I preferred because of its intrinsic long term

stabi I ity.
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CHAPTER 6 TREQUENCY. STANDARDS

6.1 The tìcc¡r-Ii rernent for Frequency Standards

The requi remenI for trqquency standards in an eleclronic music

synthesizer depends upon the musicianrs compositional technique.

lf the sounds used are of very short duration or always involve

a sweeping o1' the frequency, then accurate measurement of the

frequency is not important. ln the case of two sustained periodic

waveforms the ear responds to the small frequency differences

between the harmonic components of the two waveforms. ln this case

¡t is necessary to accurately control the ratÎos of the frequencies,

.1 % 6eing a typical requirement. This requirement is most

stringent when the frequencies have considerable harmonic components

which are in the middle range of the audible spectrum. A relatively

largechgnge in the absolute p¡tch of alì frequency components can

be tolerated by most listeners, â 1 % long term change beÎng well

within the acceptable range.

The requirements of a frequency standard follow from these stability

requirements. The short term accuracy of the control units and

oscilìators of this synthesizer is adequate for most requirements.

The design of osciìlators and control units with a long term stability

of .1 % would be very expensive. To achireve this resources would

havc to be diverted from other features of the synthesizer.

The frequency of a signal can be adjusted by comparing it with a

reference signal such a.s a tuning fork, The more common engineering

approaclr is to measure the frequency of the signal and to use thïs

reading for the adjustment; The direct reading of frequency requires

a digi tal readout to give sufficient accuracy, and unti I recently
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[ltcsc wcrc ¡rrohil¡itively expcnsive. The reFe¡.ence oscillators were

dcsigrrcd Lo r¡:;c Llrc ¡rrlrrciplc of'a turìirrg l'ork by providing a

rc[crcncc sr'gnal to al low adjustnÌent of the dependent signal.

Two oscillaLors were designed to give this reference frecluency. ì'he

Analoq Frequency Standard is suited to the tuning of even tempered

scal es where the f requencies of sucqes-s.i.ve notes are in a geometri c

progression. The Hybrid Frequency Standard uses analog control

over a I imited range of frequencies. This osciì lator uses a

crystal osci I lator as a frequency standard, and derives the

dependent frequency using digital and analog techniques, The design

of both osci I lators is bel ieved to be novel.
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6.2 The Analog Reference Osci I lator

6 ,2 ,1 I nt roducr i on

This oscillator has a ìogarithmìc relationship between the control

voltage and the frequency. lt uses no nonlinear elements, âpârt from

a voltage comparator which has accurately determined characteristics.

This gives the oscillator good intrinsic frequency stability and

accu racy.

The logari thmic control vol tage to frequency relationshi p faci I i tates

the setting up of even tempered s"al"s.1 Even tempered scaìes

are sequences of notes with frequencies which are in a geometric

progression. The corresponding control voltages are in an arithmetic

progression when there is a logarithmic control voltage to frequency

relationship.

Let Í

Let n -

k
"k2

f2/f1

where f is the frèquency of the oscillator

v is the corresponding control

voì tage

and kt and k, are const.lrìts

"kzuz -k2(v2-v1) - "k2lv
k

k1ekzvl

Therefore a frequency ratio of n corresponds to adding Av to the

control voltage of the oscillator, irrespective of the datum frequency

fl. lt foìlows that if the control voltage is divided into equal

increments then the corresponding frequencies will be in a geometric

progression. There is a resistive divider provided in the osci I lator

with 6 resistors which are given binary weighting. This al lows
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the division oF an increment in the control voltage; an arithmetic

progression with up to 26-1 = 63 terms can be fitted between

.rrrrl two vol taç¡c ìcvcls. This nlcans that Ehc corrcspondlng f requencles

are in a gcorrrctric progression; ¡t is possiblc to divide the interval

between any two frequencies into a geometric progression which has

up to 63 terms. This means.the musician can tune even tempered

scales wi thout reference to mathemat i ca I tabì es.

6.2.2 The basic circuit

The basis of the design of the oscillator is given in the circuit

in dîagram 6.2.A. A comparator'has an output of +V vol ts when the

voltage on the noninverting input (v+¡ is greater than the

voìtage on the inverting input (u-). Otherwise the voltage on the

output is -V voìts. The noninverting input is connected through

a potential divider to the output voltage such that v+ = kV, where

V is the output voltage. The voltage on the inverting input' v-, is

connected to the output voìtage via a first order ìag circuit.

lf v+ > v- the output of the comparator will be positive. The

capacitor on the noninverting input will charge until v- exceeds v+.

Then the output will switch to -V voìts, and the potential on the

noninverting input wi I I change simuìtaneously because of the

divider action. Then the voltage on the capacitor wil I drop unti I

v- is more negative than v+.

Tlrc out¡rut wil ì f.hr:n go to +V vol ts and

The frequency of this oscillation depends

thc cyclc wil I be repeated.

upon 3 factors.

(r ) The divider factor k which is present at the non-

i nvert i ng i nput.

The RC t imeconstant,(z)
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#

V

DIAGRAM 6.2.n Basic Circuit of .the Analog Frequericy Standard

l
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6.2.8. Vol tage Waveforms for the C i rcu ¡ t of 6.2,A.

'!See 6.2.A for the def initions of these voltages.
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and (3) The voltage which v- would reach in the steady

state.

The potential divider on the noninverting input can be replaced by

a precision voltage control led inverter as shown in diagram 6.3,C.

The frequency of oscillation is then determinecl by a control voltage.

It remains to obtain a logarithmic relationship between this

control voltage and the frequency of oscil lation.

6.2,3 Obtaining the logarîthmic control voltage to frequency

characteristic.

The intrinsic relationship between control voltage and frequency is

g i ven by,

V +V
ss

V
SS c

where

l/f = t = 2T ln c

f

t

T

is the frequency of osci I lation

is the period of the oscil lation

is the timeconstant of the RC lag circuit

is the steady state voltage to which the

capacitor would charge

is the control voltage.

V
SS

and
c

This equation applies where there is one lag circuit connected to

the inverting input. The relationship can be adjusted using trro

parameters, T and Vrr. The relationship can be expressed with the

control voltage, Vc, as the independent variablc.
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..precis ion vol tage control led invertor

ntrol voì tage

RC Series for

logari thmic

approximation.

DIAGRAM 6.2,C. Voltage Controlled Circuit (SimplÌfied)

\
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V

t/27
e +1

A number of first order lag circuits can be combined

approximation to a logarithmic reìationship as shown

6,2.D. ln th i s case

SSc

6-9

to give a good

in diaçJram

t/21¡er I

t/ 21er +1

It is desired that u. = kl ln t + k2 where k., and k, are

arbitrary constants. k1 is arbitrary because i t is of I ittle

consequence what particular voltage increment increases the frequency

by a given ratio (within practical l¡mits), and l<, is arbitrary

because it is possible to have a constant voltage offset on the

control voì tage and st¡ I I obtain the desi red operating characteristic

by divider action.

Many approaches to the problem of optimizing Ti and v=r. to give
I

the desired Iogarithmic control voltage to frequency relationship were

trìed. The fi rst approach was analytic, and the second used a

computer program to find urr. given assumed T.. Both approaches
I

failed. The analytic solution is far too complex; it may not be

possible. The computer program gave no insight into the physical

si.gnificance of the solution. The successful approach was to use

the computer to obtain curves which could be optimized with the aid

of visual inspection. ln tlris way the effect of cach of the parameters

cot¡ìd be visuallzcd.

v.r.
I

c
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Con trol Vo'l tage

des i red character i st i c

- -_,-1 \-
i ntrins ¡ c characteri sti cs

D Control Voltage to Frequency Relationships.

f is the frequency of the oscillation, Hz.

7 /-_

D IAGRAM 6.2

t-I

t = l/f
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I n order to determine the optimum values of u* and T. it is of advantage
.t
I

to transform the function so that the transformed function corresponding

to the desired logarithmic vontrol voltage to frequency relationship

ls a constant. The substltution u = ìn t gives

(eu /zr )t e
f (u)

. (.u/zr, ) +1

where k3 is a constant and directly related to k.t

Differentiating this function with respect to u gives

kzuk¡ +
SS.

I

1

Te
u -(ev /zr.)et

ã

SS

k
3

("u /zt 2
)

Diagram 6.2.8. gives the form of the curves of f (u) and f '(u)

ihe advantages of this substitution and differentiation are:

e +1

The curve to be approxìmated is a constant

The approxinlation f unctions are reìatively

vi sual i ze

The value of k, (the offset on the contnol

is arbitrary because it can be compensated

does not appear after differentiation.

(r )

(z)

and (¡)

sinrpìe to

vol tage) wh i ch

by des i gn



f (u) , see text
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desir cu rve
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intrins¡c curves

des i recl curve
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I \
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I

t,
\/

I
/

I

u

DIAGRAM 6.2.8. Shape of the curves clescribed in the Text.
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6.2.\ Calculation of the optimum ratio of timeconstants.

The equation for f'(u) is simiìar to the equation for v'u(u) which

arose in the case of the Sound to Voltage Unit. The differences

betwcen the [wo cqualions arise becausc t'hc souncl t() voì tage unit

l¡as an ouLput which is Lhe avcragc of thc wavcl'ot-nt, whcrcas tllc

Analog Reference Qscillator has a frequency determined by the

maximum voltage which determines the end of each cycle.

However the shapes of the curves are similar, and the same

technique of solution as appìied to the Sound to Voltage unit

was used to find the optimum ratio of RC sectionrs timeconstants. The

computer evaluated the maximum error as a function of the

ratios of the successive timeconstants. Again the optimum

ratio was '4, although multiples of this number could be used to

improve the ac'curacy of the oscil lator.

6.2,5 Summary of the Analog Reference 0sci I lator Characteri sti cs

The oscillator uses no nonlinear elements apart from the comparator

and this greatly increases the intrinsic stabi ì ity. The frequency

of osciìlation never has more than unity sensitivy to the

component values. The circuit is intrinsicaì ly insensitive to

ccommon mode supply voltage Variations, assuming that the control

rroltage varies as does the supply rails. A large frequency ratio is

possible because the corresponding control voltage ratio is much

less. This means the input offsets of the comparator are much

less restrictive. The principle can be used with other appl icatioris

such as wide band audio osciììators ancl frequency lneters.

(This osciLLatoy. uas the subject cf l;hc 1975 I'nst'LLLLI;ion ot' tr'ngineers

Aust.r,alia Pat,sonts rncrnoriaL pr"ize 'Leabure, )
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6,3 The Hybrid Frequency Standard

The Hybrid Frequency Standard combines some of the advantages of

analog systems and of digital systems for the generation of a

reference frequency. The analog system îs often considered more

convenient to use. ln many appì ications the continuous control of the

generated frequency is considered better ergonomicaìly than a

sequential digital setting. However the accuracy of analog devices

Îs less than that avai lable using digital techniques. ln electrical

systems the analog device used to control frequency is either

resistive, capacitive, of inductive. Resistive elements, potentiometers,

have .1 % linearity using readily available precision types. The

absolute accuÈacy of a frequency controlled by such a potentiometer

may be better than.l Z if the analog control is over a limited

frequency range.

A considerable advantage of a digìtal system is the use of a

standard osci I lator of fixed frequency. The des i red frequency i s

obtained using frequency divisïon or phase locked loop techniques.

Quartz crystals can be used to provide the standard frequency, and

these provide accuracies in excess of .001 % without sophisticated

techniques.

The Hybrid Frequency Oscillator enables the use of a quartz crystal

standard osci I lator, but the dependent frequency has a contimuous

relationship to this standarcl frequency.. Analog control of this

freqr-rency ratio is achicved using a potentiometer. The circuit

is deslgned so that ncither thc absoìutc rcsistancc ol- thc potcntionrcter,

nor thc vol tngc acros:; it all.or l-ll<: t-cfcrt:¡rct: f'rt:r¡trcrrcy wlticlr i:;

generatccl . Tlrc onìy titttc clc¡rcrrrclcrìt cìcnlcnt wlliclr clctLìnììinos tlrc

frequency is the crystal of the reFerence osci I ìa[or.
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A basic phase ìocked loop system is shown in diagram 6.3.4. The

standard crystal frequency is divided by N and the voltage controlled

osci I lator is divided by M. These signals are then compared in

an exclusive or gate. The average output of this exclusive or gate

depends upon the phasc relationship betcecn tlrc lrvo ínptrt siç¡rrals.

This output is l'iìtercd and controls the frequcncy of a voìtage controlled

oscillator. VJhen locked the frequency of the output exactly equals

the reference frequency when it is multiplied by M and divided by N.'

Both M and N must be integers.

An alternative system to the phase locked loop is shown in diagram 6.3.8,

and this is the basis of the Hybrid Frequency Standard. The crystaì

oscil lator and the fol lowing digital division network provide a

reference timing interval. The impulse generator provides a

short pulse at the end of each timing interval whiclr is used to

reset the divide by N down counter to N, and to clock the JK

f I ip f lop. l,Jhen cìocked the JK f I ip f ìop is set to 1 if the down

counter has reached zero, otherwise it is set to 0. VJhen the divide

by N counter reaches zero the count interrupt ensures this value

is held until the next reset pulse to the counter.

The output of the JK fìip flop is connected via two analog switches

to an integrator. A logic 1 on the output of the JK ensures

a positive increment in the output of the integrator. and a logic 0

ensures an equal negatÌve increment. ln the steady state 0 and I

pulses will alternate so that the average output of the integrator is

zero. This means that the number of pulses of the output of the

voltage controlled oscillator duting two timirr.g intervals is N

l -^--^- ^^^l: ^^ +^ +l-^ tv ^,,+ ^,,+ ^s 1\ ^ 1,,- Nl r I I ^^--^. ^^-À ì ^^\çvl lçJPvllullry Lv Llru vl\ UULPUL vr It Prur rl ' lr \Çvr ¡uJPvrrvr,¡!,

to the JK output of 0). Hencc the avenage numbcr of cycles tron the

voltaqc cottt¡oììcrl or;r:llì¡tor rlrlrirrg tl.rr.lr t ilrrirr,¡ irrlt't'v.rì i:; N - ,, .
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DIAGRAM 6.3,A A phase lócked loop frequency synthesizer.
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set to N

DIAGRAM 6.3,8 Alternative system to the phase locked loop for the
generation of a dependent frequency from a standard
frequency, which is used in the Hybrid Frequency
s tanda rd .
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It is significant that th¡s division is not by an

case with the phaseìocked loop system.
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integer, as was the

Each pulse from the analog gate and the JK flip flop is integrated

and therefore changes the frequency of the voltage controlled

oscì I lator. Thi s means the generated reference frequency i s

continually varying about a nlean vaìue. Tlre anror-int of this frequency

devíation can be made arbi trari ly smal I by decreasing the integration

rate. A more sophisticated low þass filter could be used to minimize

thi s frequency variation i f the appì Îcation of the osci I lator

restricted the time available for a simple integrator to adjust to

a desired frequency.

The analog control of thè Hybrid Frequency Standard is introduced by

providîng an offset of the integrator. This control determines

the ratio of lts from the JK flip flop to the ratio of 0rs in the

steady state. Diagram 6.3.C gives the blocl< diagram of the Hybrid

Frequency Standard.

lf the potentiometer is set of 50% then the number of 1's from the

JK flip flop must equal the number of 0rs as was the case with the

case with the system in diagram 6.3.8, However if the potentiometer

setting is greater than 50%, the number of lrs from the JK must

exceed the number of 0's from ¡t in order to ensure the average

output from the integrator maintains a constant voltage level.

The potentiometer setting can control the ratio of 1rs to 0rs from

1OO% (zero count reached every time), to O% (zero count never reached).

This gives analoçl control over thc least siç¡nificant b¡t. The ad_iustment

to exactly 100% or O% is Iiabìe to instabiìity bccausc any frequency

overshool- exceecls Llre range ol cr¡llIroì. This ef tect can be overcome

by removing the zero statc <lctcctor f ronl thc lc;l:;t siqnil=icanL b¡t.
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This means the analog control voltage range is now over the second least

significant bit. The least significant bit is still set to N when

the divide down counter is reset. Now that the anaìog control is

over the second ìeast significant bit, overl.rp of the anaìog control

ranges is provided. This means continuous control of frequency is

possible.

The principle of the Hybrid Frequency Standard was real ized using

an EAI 180 analog/digital computer. The computer schematic is given

in diagram 6.3.D.

There are numerous features of the principle. The crystal is the

only energy storage element which determines the frequency of the

osci I lator; the integration rate merely alters the rate of attainment

of the frequency. The analog control is provided by a potentiometer

and the circuit is such that the linearity of the potentiometer is

the only important property; its absolutc resistance does not change

the frequency ,of the osci I I ator. The integrator can be arranged-

so as to not load the potentiometer which would otherwise aìter the

I ineraity of the potentiometer setting. Diagram 6.3.8 gives a

suitabìe integrator circuit. The same voltage is appl ied to the

potentiometer as is appl ied to the analog gates. This means the

voltage leveì does not alter the frequency from the oscil lator; only

the rate of adjustment of frequency is altered.

There are three addîtional sources of error with the oscillator which

must be kept within the required tolerances by suital¡ìc design.

The accuracy of the system will be degraded if,the input currents

to the operational amplifier are significant conìpared to the

oPerating current leveìs. ln tlrís dcsign tlrc in¡ruL currcnts arc 25 nA
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for the vA 777 precïsion operational ampl i fier, and the operating

currents are 50 UA, Also the duration of the reset pulse must be

small compared to the count rate of the voìtage controìled osciìlator.

lf the reset pulse is present during the count from the voltage

control ìed osci I lator thc count wil I llc tllissctl ¿rlrd a f rcquency

error wiìl result. ln this design the pulse duration is 100 ns

and the count rate from the voltage controlled oscillator is 100 Us.

The sw¡tching time of the analog switch must be smalì compared

with the duration it is switched either on or off. The average

current through the switch must be proportional to the average time

it ís switched on. Typìcaì switching times of 10 ns are avaÎlable,

and a switching duration of 100 ms is suitable for this application.

Further appl ications for the principle óf the Hybrid Frequency

Standard incìude a radio frequency osci I ìator where the stabi I ity

comparable to that of a crystal oscillator is required but anaìog

control over a I imi ted frequency range i s preferred. The pri rrci ple

was developed for the audio frequency application, ênd is believed

to be novel.



NOTES FOR CHAPTER 6

The musician's requireement for even tempered scales is

discussed in reference 21, pp 82.

1
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION

Thc layout oI Lhc instrunrcnt is givcn in Di¿rgram 7.4. Eacli unil was

tested inclividuaì ly ancl the cabinet for the units was completed.

There have been many recent i¡provements in electronic engineering

components which have direct application to nìost of the designs'

of the synthesizer. lntegrated signal multipliers were already availabìe

when the Filter was designed though not when the signal multiplier

was built. lnexpensive digital and analog interfaceS and

storage are nou/ readi ly avai lable, suggesting digital f¡ ltering as

an alternative approach. High qual íty acoustic delay can now be provided,

and soon charge control devices will simplify these designs even further'

The harmonic generator could now be made using 20 operational

amplifiers at a total basic component cost of $5. At the time

the trans¡stors were chosen each operational ampl ifier was worth

twice that price. lnexpensive digital displays have made the provision

of a standard reference frequency outmoded in this applîcation.

The microprocessor has direct application in the storage and generation

of sounds, lt wouìd be useful to provide the co-ordinating role of the

switching matrices, Three microprocessor Arithmetic Logic Unit

integrated circuits are now available for the origional cost of the

switches, however it must be remembered that peripherals would

be requirecl. Possibly the greatest scoPe for revolutionary design of

a music synthesizer using a microprocessor is the programmed instrument

which is described in chapter 1. This reìaxes the processor time

requirement but demands a comprehensive display of the sound for

the musician. This display must be easily interpreted, changed and recorded.
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These techn icaì advances are conìparal¡l e wi th those whi ch provided the

first ¡ntegrated circuits, and ofcourse there wi ll continue to

be further development. The fact which will endure is that if a musician

wishes to select one of a number of sounds, then he must select one of that

number of physical movements. The design requirements of a synthesizer

must take account of this fact and its impl ications. These impl i:cations

are discussed in Chapter 1, and include the predictability of the

sound sources and sound manipulators as u/ell as the use of many degrees

of freedom by the control unit. lt is tempting to provide a complex

system: A large computer with a special language which makes any sound

avai lable to the musician. The necessity of selecting a sound

using a teletype, slowly punching in mathematical equations, makes

the selection of a particularly subtle sound a physical impossibi I ity.

It is the interface with the musician which can unduly limit this tyPe

of musical instrument. The challenge wÎll always be to design a

synthesizer which will take full account of this consideration.
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APPEND I X. DYNACON PRESSURE SENS I NG MATER I AL.

The nranufacturerrs description of the Dynacon pressurc sens ing

materlaì is givcn. This matcrial was use¡l to sensc pressurcì

appl ied to the Binary Keyboard (Section 5.3). lt was founcj

by measurements on the three types of material; Dynacon A, B, and C,

that Dynacon C, had the most suitable properties.

*D:Ir ON
ÑI.åTERT.&&ffi TTTT

I l7 Fort Lee Roqd, Leoniq, N. I. 02605 Tel: (201) 947_0106

Enclosed in this KIT are three samples of Dynccon.
scrmple .4, is conductive lineolly, o.d -oy be used crs on electrode
for the other pieces, ond crs elåciromcrgnetic strierding.
sample B is c¡ quick-switch moter ol thot ccrn be used for simple
on-ofl pressure devices such os oìorms, sensors.
scmple c is the new pressure-conductive polyrner wl-rich con sense
weighis ond pressure ond control respons'e ,*it.hlnq.
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Descripti.on of the Mc¡teriol crnd its Properties
Moteriol Properties:

The moieriol behovior con be described crs iollorvs:
l) When ot rest, the conduclion of eìeclric current betwec.¡r
ony two points is zcro. (ì0 Mcc¡olrrn irnpcrlcrncc ) Thir; i:;
trttc for volt<-rc¡c lcvcls; unc.lcr 40V, crbovc wlliclr llrc- rrrcr-

teriol will st<-llt to brook clorvn.

2) As o slress is opplied, tlre conductivity of the oflected
'oreq is proportionolly increosed in the direction of tlrc

stress. The slress moy be compressive or tensile, ond the
polority ol the opplied voìtoge cìocs not oqç1cct lhc nioc¡-
nitude ol the ctrrrcnt tlrrotrc¡lr tllc rnotericrì. Ä,s tlrc prt:s-
sure is releosed, the initiol electricol cltorocleristics ol
lhe mote¡iol ore restored (no conduclion).
3) In oddition lo Dynocon's response to mechcrnicol
stresses, there ore other porometers thot o[feci its elec-
tricol chorqcteristics, omong which ore the following:

o) Thermol response-The rnoteriol hos o negotive
dl/dT coelficient when under pressLlre.

b) When the moteric¡ì is kept under o conslcrnt
stress, tl're voltoge opplicd will olÍect conductivity
in o positive irreversible monner For excrnrple, if
the lnoleriol is corrying 0.100 ornps ot 5 0 V. crncl

lhe voltoge is increosed to l0 0 V ond then de-
creosed ogoin to 5 0 V., tlie current will now be
somewhot higher lhon 0.100 omps. Thus lhe mo-

. teriol exhibits retentive (or rnemory) chorocleris-
tics. When the slress is relieved, the initiol set ol
conditions is restored.

c) If the moteriol is stressed from icst to o given
pressure, so lhot, for exomple, it conducts .l hrnp
ot i0 V., ond then it is exposed 1o on electromog-
netic field (not necesscrrily lorge) the cr.r¡rent will
be increosecl As tlre field is re¡novcd, thc crrncrt
will rernoin of the lost volue. Sevcrc-rl ìevcls ol con
ductivity con be ochieved by this process, crnd tlre
lost one will be the'governing one Thus, ogoin tlre
mqteriol exhibits retentive copobiìity. I'he initic¡l set
ol conditions con be rcstorecl by removir-rq c.rncl rc-
opplying [he stress.

d) Time ef fect. II the ¡noteriol is simply stressed ]re-
lween two plotes, it v¡ill slowìy delonn witll lirne,

, ond tlle eìectricol cllclroctcristics will cìrnnqr: crs

weìl Normcrl settinc¡ lirnes ore in llrr: ronclc of l51 Oti

scconds.

^A.PPLIC^A.TIONS - I
Applicolions requiring on insensitive switch oclion:

rt) I)oor rrlolr;
b) Irrll tr;iorr ttl¡trrrri
r') l,irrrit:rwrl,:lr
'l'lt,':;,,lrrirt,l,'lotrtr,ttl ('(nr l){ì ln,r,l,'lry rì,ur(lv,'l, lrrn,t

o piccc oI Dyrrocon L] ].rertwct.lr two ri<_¡icì r;<-rrr<lr¡r-'lrvc litrr
fttc:cs (t'o¡,¡.tor c'lrlcl, t-t)p¡11-¡ lil,¡l¡':i, clc- ) rrrr,l tl:rirril il tr:r rr
norlrlrrl s;wilr:ìr lr>r vttll<r,tor.; ìr,'.l,¡w 4(l V rrrrrl r:rru,,¡rll
l¡clow I Arrr¡', l'i,1. I r;l¡,rw:; rr lyl)r((rl rr¡,¡ rlir rrlrrrrr
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r tlt I ìl;

l.
.l(ì V /\a ('t
N L1X

I
\ ,r" lrl,\ltrrI

clyr-ì¿rccJrl B

F¡G 'I

ÄPPLICÀ,TIONS - 2
Scns;ors rcquiring c¡ sensitive switching oction:

o) Strock sensors
b) V/eiçfht sv¡itches
c) Presslrre sv¡ilcltes
d) lnlrrrsiorr olcrrrns
e) Limit switclres
Sensors of this type c:on be mode by sondrviching

o segrrrenl of Dynocon Il Ì.,ctr,¡ccn two rigid insLrl<rtors,
but lhe conlqcÌs ore in lhe lorm ol o grid. Thus the ol-
fected oreo is extremeìy srroll ond the ¡esr,rÌting svritch
very sensitive Sce FicJ. 2 lor on illustrotion

For lurther relinements ond increosed sensitir,,ity o
"needle" con Ì¡c usccl (161.,' prcssrìl.es only) os illrr:;lrtrlecl
in Fi<1 3

. l l:.' 
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.{PPLIC/\TIONS _ 3
l,i ncctr I )r oiìiir ìr (r ii(.¡¡ ìli(Jr ri.

l,inccrr prcsìrìlrro Íì()nr;ors c<lr 1.,,. rrt.llicvr,,ì lry r.o¡rìtrr:.
itrq I)yrrcrcorr ll witlr l)!'riclccrrr C iil tll.. t\\,() lrrr\Vir)urì crrrict;.
I'lrt-. rolrlocr-.nf('rìl will clivo..r li¡,,,n ::(.ìÌ:ì,,r irì (.,r:r,, I rllrtl rr
vcry sclìsitivc lillcclr lctìrj.)r rrr (jrr:;,:,/, y,/lr,,n r¡:;r,<l irr tlrill
lìtcltlnor, qoo(¡ tt'¡toolrrlrilil), rrrrrl :;r.lllrrrr¡ lirrrr,:; r;<r¡ltot l¡c
olltcrilrcd, Itut lor'{r¡t¡rli¡-q¡¡¡ltl.ì \villì (., ,rì:ì1, lnl lr.,,rllr,rc:l¡: or
i¡llr,rntillr.nl u:;r. llri:; r()tti.r.l)l \\,(,t l: :i,.:lt,.lt,,ly v.,,,ll ll,,llt,,
rr¡r¡rlir:r rlirrn:; i¡r, ]r l, 1,,

cr) MorIrrrrlly opcìt.olocì rnolcrl r;l)(rr,(l cì()tIIrollcrs.
I ) Flonddrills
2) Scrws
3) Sewinc, moclrinerì

(Sec Fiq 4 Ior illrrstrotions)
b) Pressure sensor for press, c <,1 , punclr þrcss
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dynacon C
CCìN I F]tlLT-L:Iì

FIG 4

ÄPPLICÃTIONS _ 4
(Fiq 5)

Pressure Tronsdrrccr Appìiccr I ions.
The rcpccrtobility of l)yrrcrcon (.j rnolcricrl c;crn bc

ç¡reotly increclsed by relie:virrq lllc brrlk ol tltc prcssLtre
opplied to lltc rnolerjol by thc usc of rr rnolr-.rirr) tvith o
lorger modr.rlus of eloslicity 'l'lris: crrlr l¡c_. crc;llicvc:il Ì:y scv
erol methods Fiqurc 5 illustrcrlos suc;lr cr lrlertltocl, ìtow.
ever, core must bc tclkcn in .llrc crctrr¡rl corrsrlruc;tion to
keep the dimensions of tlie Dynocon C rncrteriol clnd the
holder very close A sliqlit clevicrlio' i¡r citlrcr dil.ectio.
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Ä.PPLICÄTIONS 
- 5.A.

(Fiq 6)

Memory A¡:plicotions

proccss colt J:c rc¡tecrtcd crs nrony tirnes os c1c_.:;ircd, it is
non-destruclrve

| Újr,Lit 
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I
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ltlFIG 6

.A,PPLICÄTIONS _ 58
Mernol y A ¡>¡rlrc<_r tior rs

ln APPLICÁl'lOl,l SA tlre currcnt wcrs o lrrnction olthe volloc¡c crpplicçl lo jlto l)ynocon C rnolcricrl ln this
cctso, llr. c,r.¡rro.l vrill clrcr.qc Fry lltc o¡r¡rl icrrtir.rrr <tf ,crrr
t . I r . r : I r t I I r ¡ r I , ì I ì r , I I ( 

. 
I i ( , 

I ( I

jllrrr I Ìry rr¡t¡ rl y j¡¡, ¡ r r colrstonl vr)ll, t(lr) rrrrrl ¡rror;trrrcrto tlrc- [)y¡¡.c'or c ,r('rror y crs i'r |icr 7 Iìccorcr rrr. crrrrenr
Now clo:lc tlrc swilc.:l r o.o or r'oro lil.o. ,l.lro 

r.rrlr¡.rrt r,vill
|ltrlttt¡,' (illr'tr,rr:;,') tvlìt,lt llrr,l;wtlt,lr i:i rr,lr,rr:ìr,tl, l,(,(\Ìtll;r,
ol lllc lir,l, lr; r1,.¡¡¡.¡olt,rl l,i, llrc r.oil lro¡1¡ ¡l¡,, lrrur:;¡1,¡¡l 1.¡¡¡¡rlilirrrr 'l'ltl rr¡jr¡i¡t,tl,r,lrrlrlro¡¡ (rilr l)r,rr.:ilott,,l l,y rr,lit,vilrrt
r rrrrl r r'tìl,lrlyirlrf llrr. :ilrt,:rl
NOI'1,: ()r;<:ill<rli.t¡ lllt: t;lr.r;:; witlt.'l lrrlly lr,¡r¡.rvrrrr¡ il will
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olso roslorc tlrc orir¡irtr:l collrliliorl;
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WEIGHT SCALE .A.PPLICATION
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Plecrse nole thot tlro moterioì usecl in this opplicct-
tion is Dynocon l), wlricll is not yet in production, crird hos
not been included in thc kit. l)ynocon C con be used, but
rcstrìts orc nol os prccisr-. Íìornples of Dynocon D will be
¡nodc qvoiìoblo crt n lotcr <lotc.

'l'lrr-' rrroplr of Wr:ic1ìrt Íic:rrlo Äpplic<rlion rcfcrs to
Iìrcclsllrcltìcnts rnc¡dc willr l)yr-rocon l)




